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Warnings sent to parking violators
By Angle Hatton
Managing editor

Notices should be delivered today
to 105 students who have six or more
parking tickets this semester, warning
them their campus parking permits
will be revoked the next time their i
are found parked illegally on
All 103 will be given a warning
notice before any parking permits will
be revoked, including one student who
has IS tickets.
Fourteen students should have lost
parking privileges already, according

to the new university policy, but the
first study of parking tickets this semester has just been done.
"I'll be honest I ju« didn't think it
would be necessary to do a study until
six weeks were up," Hayward "Skip"
Daughrrty, dean of student development and chairman of the parking appeals committee said. "I think it's ludicrous at this point for someone to
have IS tickets.''
This is the first analysis done so far
this semester, but for the remainder, a
study will be presented every Monday
loDaugherty.

After each Monday's report, notices will be sent to those in danger of
losing their permits.
The parking appeals committee is
enforcing a policy this semester which
will revoke the parking permits of
anyone, student or faculty, who gets
more than six tickets in one year.
A notice is sent after the sixth ticket
that upon the seventh ticket, the parking permit will be revoked, and public
safety will be instructed lo tow the car
whenever they find it parked on campus.
Mark Jozefowicz, assistant direc-

tor of public safety, is in charge of
campus parking regulations.
lie said there are more registered
cars on campus this year than last As
of Sept 15 this year, 11,917 cars were
II gulf red on campus.
By Sept 15of the fall 1992 semester, 9,702 cars were registered.
Jozefowicz said this might be explained by the late arrival of parking
permits lo the university last semester,
when many students did not register
until cars started getting towed.
SEE PARKING PAGE A4

Todd, Dupree
considered for
co-ed housing
■ RHA's proposal
could be in effect
by fall of 1994
By Joe Castle
Editor
Hundreds of Eastern men and
women could be moving in together
next faU.
No,it'snotacommune. It'sDupree

and Todd halls.
A proposal from the Residence
Hall Association which calls for those
residence halls to be converted to coed housing could be approved by university officials this semester.
Vice president of student affairs
Tom Myers said the proposal, intro-

duced last spring by the RHA, has
already gone through part of the approval procedure.
"It's in the channels." Myers said.
"It came out of RHA, went through
my office and the council on student
affairs."
Myers said the proposal is currenUy in President HanlyFunderburk's
office.
RHA president Kirsten Hultgren
said die plan originated with surveys
conducted two years ago to determine
whether or not open house hours should
be expanded.
"We had done an open house survey a couple of yean ago, and one of
the questions was about co-ed housing," Hultgren said.
SEE CO-CD PAGE AS
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CHEERS!

Model Laboratory School varsity
HutcMnoon, left, Jennifer Wlrtz, front

Prograss/JIM QUIGGINS

Ashley
andChrlsty

Farley hit the high point of toe touches while practicing
Tuesday to prepare for the Patrlote' basketball season.

KERA falls short of expectations Employee awaits result of complaint
■ However, reform
plan still expected to 1993 State Test Results
wall, hi
help in the long run sartors* test results ere down this year from last yeafescores.
Kentucky 12th Qradors

ByDeVoneHolt
News editor

Reading

University professors and administrators as well as local public school
counselors all agree that the Kentucky
Education Reform Act will provide
more prepared high school students for
a university education, but after the
assessment scores for the act were released Oct. 1, they all said not soon
enough.
The 40.00012th graders who took
the lest last year fared lower in reading,
math, science and social studies than
they did the previous year of the 3year-oldacL
The act, outlined with six learning
goals for students and 75 specific details to accompany the goals, is designed to help Kentucky elementary.
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Science
Social
_____ Studios
middle and high school students relate
basic courses to situations they will
encounter throughout their lives.
Kenneth Henson, dean of the College of Education, said results from the
actshouldn'tbeexpcciedtooccurovernighL
"You can't expect to have a drastic
increase in such a relatively short period of time," he said. "KERA is a king

^

process.
Kathy Vockery, a guidance counselor at Madison Southern High School,
said the act has yet to make an impact
on the upperclassmen, but expects a
change in the younger students.
"It's (KERA) not going to change a
child who has went years without the

By Susan Gayle Reed

cal writing," she said. I'm really glad to be beck at
work. It's really iiiiuuUant to be needed."
Lawrenz is the second woman to take a discrimination complaint against Wolfbrd to die EEOC for a
decision. Marilyn Balinger, also a former resource
training resource center, is glad to rurve a job again.
Butkisn'tlhe same job she lost lastJune.and now she center emptoyee, is awaiting action. She filed her com
isawaiting action by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Ballinger said she spoke with an EEOC official who
Commission on an age discrimination complaint that she
filed against her former supervisor, Bruce Wolfbrd, a told her that a backlog of cases has pre vented her case
from being assigned to a caseworker yet So she, like
professor in the College of Law Enforcement.
"My case is not resolved at all; I'm still waiting," she Lawrenz, is waiting.
Ballinger is working in a part-time position with LeadLawrenz originally hoped the university would settle ership Madison County. "But I'm just having to take it day
by day," she said. "I fed we should be compensated
somehow. I fed lite we need some justice."
she said the waiting game was taking too long.
Lawrenz said the EEOC has had such a backlog of
"I finally figured out that they were not going lo do
anything, so I turned the matter over to the federal "cases, it could take up to 18 months from the time she
government with the EEOC,"shesaid."Ireallystruggled filed her complaint in March until it can be taken up with
whether to do it or not, but I know 1 did the right thing. I a caseworker.
She said while she is glad to be employed once again,
know I was totally wronged."
Lawrenz began wonting again July 1 in special she will not let her complaint be dropped.
"I'd hope certainly lo get back pay and to be proven that
prognans supervised by Lucie Nelson. She said the
university reinstated her sick leave days and retirement Iwasrighl,"shesakL'l^)saTgajobardbeir^unerripk>yed
she had built up before her old position was terminated. reaUy rocks you; it's hard on your self-esteem.
"It's important to me personally to be told I was
She alaa has htafch insurance again.
"It's a totally different job, but it's what 1 do, techni- right," she said. "It just wasn't right what he did."
Contributing writer

SEE KERA PAGE All
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addressed a varied audience with a central focus
°" "challenging our nation's character."
"You judge a man's character by how you
Oeatchildren m the(hwn of nTe, how voa Beat
the poor in the pit of life, how you treat the old
— the Rev. Jesse Jackson
in the sunset of life and how you treat a stranger
os some Jericho road," Jackson, founder and
presidemof the Rainbow Coalition, said
Jackson told the audience of nearly 3,000 one set of rules."
fathered in Lexington's Memorial Coliseum
The tvA>-tinKpresideririd candidate exposed
•* ■*■» *•> focusing on developing these the University of Kentucky's athletic depart***":***" 5 bccome * ?*£?** ments' race ratio with harsh figures that featured
ageism, daansm, sexism and particularly rac- an abundsnee of minorities on the courts and
staying fields, but a limited number of auaorilam are common stigmas.
Today's challenge is about being able to ties in the coaching and announcing positions.
live together." he said "It's about playing by
"It looks like we can play, bat we can't
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LEXINGTON- The practice floor for
Piano's Bombinos was transformed into a lec-

^Today's challenge
Is about being able
to live together. It's
about playing by
one set of rules **

talk," he said.
Jackson said people in America need to
come together as one despite past differences.
"We all look similar in the dark," he said.
"Let the lights come on, and let's all live toJackson also brought up the Rodney King
sad Reginald Denny incidents and challenged
the audience not to look at them as loudly racist
He said America was quick to judge those
two incidents as racially-motivated violence,
but if it weren't for a white man who filmed the
King bearing and for four black people who left
their houses to save Denny, the country may
have never gotten to the heart of these stories.
Jackson said to change the nation, Americans have to have "revolutionary patience" beProgreeaAJAY ANGEL
cause people who grew comfortable in the old
world order will hurt progress in the new world. UK'a Student Activities, Student
Alter die completion of his lecture, Jackson Government end African- American
led the crowd in "Keep hope alive" and "I am stuoent Anatrs orncea jot nea forces
somebody" chants.
to bring JsSsSSR to Lea log ton.
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EDITORIALS

Iff we let you kids play together,
you have to promise to behave yourselves!

Co-ed quandary
Todd, Dupree should go co-ed, but current residents must get priority
£t's about time.
Judging by what we've heard from stuA proposal from tb< Residence Hall
dents at Eastern and seen in the trends toward coAssociation to convert Todd and EXipree halb has
on other campuses in the state, we have
nearly been approved by university officials.
agree with her.
We feel it's great that the university wants
However, Crockett admits some people
to start treating its students like adults regarding
won't be happy if Todd and Dupree go co-ed.
housing.
The word that Dupree and
Todd
could become co-ed
People who are old
HOW EKU STACKS UP
housing probably isn't too
enough to move away from
home — many of them hundreds
Coses*
talle CoedhaSs welcome to students who
or even thousands of miles —
Eastern
IS
1 warn those halls to stay the
should be given the choice
Kentucky St.
•
1 way they are now.
Moietiaatl
We can sympathize with
14
4
between single-sex and co-ed
housing.
Murray
10
S people in that position,
Northern
2
2 especially since they really
It will also help us catch
Western
18
4 won't have much say in the
up to the other schools in the
This graph shows now EKU
state who have an abundance of
matter if the majority of the
compares with other rational
co-ed housing.
student body thinks we need
universrbee on single sax vs.
Eastern has the largest
more co-ed housing.
eoed housing.
residential campus of any
If those halb change, the
SOURCE: University housing office*
regional university in die state,
university should accommobut we also have the fewest co-ed halls.
date those students in any way possible.
Western has four co-ed halls — with
Housing should give the people who are
another on the way next fall—-out of 18.
living in Dupree and Todd but don't want to stay
Morehead, with 14 halls, also has four halls for
in those buildings once they go co-ed priority
both genders.
when it comes time to schedule housing.
Three of Murray State's 10 halk are co-ed.
That's only fair, since these people have
Kentucky State University only has one co-ed hall, made homes away from home in what they
but it also has only six dorms total Northern only
thought would be a single-sex hall.
has two residence halls on its campus, but both of
At any rate, we think it's about time the
university added some additional co-ed housing,
them are coed.
Eastern, with 16 residence halls on
especially since Eastern's students are forced to
campus, has only one co-ed building, Martin Hall.
live on campus until they are at least 21 yean old.
One co-ed hall on a campus of several
If we have to live on campus for most of
thousand puts Eastern light years behind other
our collegiate careers, we should be given as many
schools in the state in terms of trusting students
housing choices as possible, and one co-ed hall for
and giving them the responsibility of living
several thousand students doesn't really count as
together in a real-world situation.
much of a choice.
We can only hope that once given that
Dean of Student Life Jeamette Crockett
says RHA's proposal is the result of research and
option, students living in co-ed halb will behave
like the adults they are, rather than the children the
surveys conducted by that organization and is
supposed to reflect the will of the student body.
university has treated them like in die past

Fight back!
Reporting crimes is the best way to keep them from happening again
|S uppose you are attacked one night while
walking across campus minding your
own business, maybe walking home from downtown or just going to the grill for pizza.
You don't have to be brutally raped or
tortured to experience serious problems from a
violent action like this.
It's traumatic, even if you're just scratched
up a little, because it makes you
scared to go out Someone just
invades your personal space and
hurts you for no reason.
You don't want this to
happen to others, and you certainly don't want it to happen to
you again.
But you are powerless,
right? You're at the mercy of
public safety officers, and the best way to stay safe
is to never leave your dorm room. You should sit
inside and complain about public safety until
something is done, right?
Wrong! The worst thing you can do is
nothing. If you are attacked, first you need to call
public safety and the police. Campus is now part
of the 911 service area, and dialing these three
numbers is the quickest way to get a response.
Second, you must press charges.
Chances are if you haven't been attacked
personally, you know of someone who has been
attacked.
It's amazing to us at the Progress how
many of these people are verbally harassed or

People shouldn't fear words
We Americans have a probJem.
We're afraid of words.
George Carlin came to this
conclusion years ago with his
"Seven Little Words" skit, but little
has changed in the time since then.
If anything, Americans have
gotten even more paranoid about
what people in this country ass
saying.
Sure, we're afraid of lots of.
other things, too—AIDS.ihe
health care fiasco, higher education
funding cuts, global wanning,
drive-by shootings, the economy,
the crack cocaine epidemic, nerve
gas incineration, the New World
Order, Bosnia.
The list goes on and on.
But as scary as all those things
sound, it seems we're soil terrified
of those simple little groups of
letters we use to communicate with
each other.
For example, take the controversy caused by Nirvana's new CD,
"In Utero."
Last week the bigwigs at WalMart and Kmart declined to carry
what is destined to be one of the
largest-selling albums of the year,
the new Nirvana CD.
For the record. I'm not die
biggest Nirvana fan in the world.
I've only heard one song on the disc
— "Heart-Shaped Box" — and I
must admit I liked it. But I didn't
rush out to buy it as soon as it hit
the shelves.
Unfortunately, aaWfcjas of
small-town Americans won't have
the opportunity to buy the CD in
their communities anyway, since the
two biggest retailers in the country
have decided not to stock "In

Joe Castle
Mental
activity at
the margins
Utero."
Wal-Mart officials said they
weren't carrying the disc because
their customers don't listen to that
type of music.
You see, Wal-Mart officials say
their customers listen to country
music.
All of them except me. I guess.
That must be why WaUy-World
sells so many Pearl Jam and
Metallica discs. I guess those two
groups swept the Country Music
Awards last week.
I didn't get to hear Kmart's
reason for not carrying "In Utero,"
but I'm sure it was something
similarly intelligent
Rumors circulating through
music and entertainment industry
magazines say the real reason
behind the decisions to not carry the
Nirvana CD stems from the fact it
contains a song titled "Rape Me."
We all know how easily the
public is influenced by song titles,
lyrics and other assorted messages
received through the mass media.
To prove it here's a lest
Go out and rob a convenient
store. It doesn't matter which one,
just go out and do it Don't hurt
anyone in the process.
Just get the cash from the
register and come back to where
you are right now.

physically attacked and will never press charges or
talk to the Progress about it
We realize you're acting out of fear, but if.
people come forth and identifying their attackers,
this kind of activity could be stopped.
It is your right to walk in and out of a
residence hall without being attacked
It just adds to the attackers'power when
By cessa;
they dimk they have enough
public amfmty power over victims to stop
them front reporting crimes.
(622-2821)
L tonport
The Progress never prints
crimm, you
a rape victim's name. We do,
however, cover campus crimes,
including rapes.
he/pajet
If you are the victim, it is
criminal* off your responsibility to try to stop
your attacker from hurting
others by telling the police.
Likewise, we think you should also tell
your story so others can be warned that these
things really happen to people, even their peers.
We realize that you are scared of further
harassment, but most attacks are not a personal
thing, but a random act of violence and your
attacker won't even know your name anyway.
You have two choices. You can hide
because someone may figure out who you are and
attack you again, or you can report the crime to
promote your long-term safety and peace of mind.
You make the decision. But remember
Aa article in last week's Progress credited the
wrong group of people for the preparations for this
there are others out there who will be put in the
evening's Middle Eastern Culture festival banquet.
same situation. Your report could prevent that
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Various committees were selected to prepare for the
banquet which takes place at 6 p.m. today in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom.

HOW TO REACH US
■ To report a news
story or idea

Stephen Ijwham. Teny Stereo*
Staff artists

Go ahead, I'll wait
Are you back yet? Or did you
not go out at all?
You didn't? I guess people don't
do everything they read—or hear.
If they did, wouldn't everybody
buckle up when they get in their car
in the morning?
We've been pelted with the
message "Seat belts save lives" for
years now, but studies show the
majority of drivers still don't buckle
up.
Maybe we need to rethink our
perception of our language. If
everyone could just see speech as a
tool, we wouldn't have problems
like censorship and free-speech
debates.
Rush Limhaugh can say
whatever he damn-well wants. So
can Howard Stem, Gatewood
Galbraith, the Rev. Al Sharpton and
Madonna.
People should be free to say
what they want, up to the point
where their words turn into actions
and infringe upon the rights of
others.
And if Nirvana wants to call a
song "Rape Me," they should be
allowed to do so without fear of two
major retailers boycotting thenalbum.
The right to say what we want is
one of the benefits we have from
living in America. As cliched as it
may sound, it is one of the comerstones upon which our country was
built
If we start chipping away at
those cornerstones, it will only be a
matter of time before everything
else comes tumbling down around
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PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

If there was a nerve gas leak at the Bluegrass Army Depot, what
would you do and where would you go?
Compiled by Jay Angel and Alisa Goodwill

9

Down to:

Wal-Mart and Kmart

U.S. policy in Somalia

Up to:
Michael Jordan

The two retail giants decided not to sell Nirvana's new
CD, "In Utero." Regardless of
die reason behind the move,
we think it was goofy since
both stores already stock other
discs with explicit lyrics.

Why are U.S. troops still in
this violent corner of east Africa? Earlier this week the UN.
announced Somalia can now
nearly feed itself. Good. Now
let'sgetout before more Americans are killed and disgraced.

Jordan announced his retirement from basketball yesterday,citing hisfather'sdeath
this summer and his family as
two of the reasons behind his
decision. Bowing out when
you're on top is alwaysclassy.

Down to:

Suggestions for UPS * DOWNS sre welcome. To make a suggestion c«Il 622 1872.

"Probably die,
bsctajootlto students a rant Informed about what
to do."

Daniel McSpadden, 20,
Junior, health care administration, Wllmore

Selena
Woody
My Turn

and a bossy older sister.
Then, Mom and Dad thought we
both needed a new playmate, so
here came another little sister.
We were very careful with this
one; we knew where to stop the
picking. And she loves us both to death, and we love her to death, too.
But, now little sister No 1 is
stuck in the middle. It must be
tough not being the oldest or the
baby.
Then again, a life as the oldest,
pioneering the way for siblings to
come, is not always the adventure to
covet
Life has seemed to do nothing
but assure that we would not be the
best of friends and sometimes even
friends.
But, deep down, I know you,
both of you, know that I love you
dearly.

Yeah, despite the arguments
we've had and the mod that we've
flung, I do worry about you and
look after you in the only way I
know.
It's almost like a paternal duty
for me, something that's a duty and
an honor.
Little aster No. 1, don't stand in
my shadow. You never were there,
and nobody expects you to be.
Besides, you've done very well
on your own already and you can
only do better. I'll try not to be so
bossy and put you up to mean
things.
Little sister Mo. 2, you are no
less important to me, and I miss you
very much.
It hurts to think that I will miss a
lot of your life because of my
education, but I will always be here
for you.
You will be a very unique
person, and I wish the stars to be
yours.
I love you both, my beautiful
little sisters.

Kandle Road, 18, freshman,
undeclared, Salyersvllle

"I would go to
Memorial Coliseum
In Lexington because I read that was
the best place to go."

Little sisters deserve the stars
Eighteen yeart ago, my parents
decided that I needed a playmate.
And soon there came a new addition
to my family, a new baby girl.
My new little sister proved to be
good for many things at we got
older. I always put her up to mean
things and made her do the things I
didn't want to do. I was bossy and
still am in many ways.
She didn't just get that end of
the deal. As I got taller and bigger,
she got all my old clothes. When I
grew tired of my toys, we traded (of
course, sometimes I bad to talk her
into it). Together we were a duo of
mischief, and we had fun.
But in the long run, I dunk
maybe I picked on her just a little
too much. After a while, she began
to pick up on my little tricks, and
soon they didn't work anymore.
She went her own way, which
was anywhere not in my path. So
we grew up to be two totally
different people, in totally different
worlds.
Today, we hardly ever see eye
to eye, and we often argue about
things and resent the other for what
she did or said. Apparently that little
sister got tired of hand-me-downs

"I have no idea.'

"Run straight to
It and snort It."

Rick Smith, 22, junior, preoccupattonal therapy,
Rockwood, Tsnn.

Seth Yager, 20, Junior,
political science, London,
Ohio

"I don't know what
I would do or
where I would go."

"I would go to
the Grill and Si
my last meal."

Dwlght A. Martin, 19, freshman, psychology, Louisville

Melissa Kemplln, 18, freshman, psychology, Mount
Starting

Woody is a sophomore journalism major from Virgie and Is
Activities editor for the Progress.'

Truth, freedom worth dying for
Songs and cries of freedom still
echo in this world today. People cry
freedom from the politics of greed,
freedom from social constraints and
freedom from personal inhibitions.
It took the Palestinians and the
Jews thousands of yean to finally
recognize the power of freedom
through the elimination of fear.
Even the jaw of an ass that the
mighty Samson used to suppress the
Palestinian uprising did not secure a
safe haven for the Jews.
Might is power. It is ethereal
and so is truth; it is mighty celestial.
Empires crumbled catastrophically
to allow the mighty celestial truth to
take root.
Frederik Willem de Clerk is
president of a predominantly white
parliament in South Africa. He
recognized the celestial truth and
broke the walls of corrupt politics
and social constraints to emerge
equitable.
Nelson Mandela held truth to
the stars; he dared to stand up for
what he believed. In a crowded
courtroom in South Africa, Mandela
uttered the words that swallowed 29
years of his life: "Your worship, if

this truth be treason, so be it. I am
prepared to die."
Ask yourself, how many people
do you know, including yourself,
who are prepared to die for truth?
We live in a very dishonest, fake
and fearful world. But fear is not
negative; in fact, it is natural. If
people did not feel fear, I would be
compelled to suspect stoicism. Fear
is only negative when it takes over
our lives. It is negative when we
become fear because we stagnate.
When there is no inlet or outlet,
then there is constipation.
Fear and dishonesty are the
same. Dishonest people are afraid to
confront the truth about themselves,
so they become what they are not in
order to dress up what they are.
We create personal inhibitions
through fear. If a person opened his

shell and extended his thumb to lest
the temperature of the waters of
love and trust, and he got a slap on
the face, like a snail. Naturally, be
would quickly go back to his shell.
If I was to open myself to a stranger
and have them look at me as though
I was crazy, I could not go back to
my shell because I don't have any.
I want you to confront another
truth that we are all living on
borrowed time. Our lives are not
guaranteed immortality and that
death is the only phenomenon that
does not discriminate.
Real freedom is found nowhere
else, but within you. So don't
deceive yourselves. Trust yourselves enough to believe in yourself
and do the things you've never done
before. Once you do that, you will
realize that political chains of
authoritarianism and totalitarianism
cannot bound you. You will be free
from the nihilistic social constraints
with its norms and conflicting value
system.
Nkosl is a senior journalism
major from Johannesburg, South
Africa.
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FAST FREE DELIVERY

624-8600
BEST DEALS ON CAMPUS
FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

ONE 14'

i"

feizA

LARGE

$4.99
PLUS TAX

(ONE TOPPING)

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

ONE 14"

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Sex In halls not an Issue
After having read the story, "No
EKU rule on gay roommates," an the
Eastern Progress issue on Sept 30.
1993. I felt that the story, and the
people interviewed for the story, might
be misinterpreting the reasons for
having a residence hall visitation
policy.
It appears in the story dtat people
are considering the policy as a means
to limit sexual activity. I would like
the reasons for the policy to be reevaluated. I consider the policy to be
for the purpose of privacy for the
ou^tpsnlsofeacfaitaidcnr/chelLThe
thought of paddling down the hall, in
the middle of the night, in only a
nightgown for a drink of water or a
visit to the bathroom, just to find
someone of theopposiiesex present is
not a particularly appealing one.
Whether or not someone is having sex
at that time does not concern me if k

does not impose its presence on me.
A female is still a female whether
homosexual or otherwise. The same
goes for a male. If the visitation
policy's purpose is to limit the presence of theopposite sex for reasons of
privacy for residents, then why would
homosexual couples be considered a
problem?
After all. if the university's goals
were to inhibit residents from partaking in sexualactivity.il would require
such abhorrent rules as "During a
visitation of the opposite sex the
room's door must be left open at all
urae, and each occupant must keep at
least one foot flat on the floor.'' (It is
my understanding that some colleges
do actually have this rule.) So, if sexual
activity is not the issue, then where is
the ptobteni with I

.etc?

Tonya J. Stallard
McGregor Hall

Write us, right now
The Prcyesa oncoursooa
D writs letters to the editor
readsratoi
say cemmunay. Lasers tnouwoe
typed and Imbed to 250 words.
TnaPiogrees reearvea the right to
condense letters over 250 words.
Letters must be signed end contalnths wreer*a address and phone
number.
Letters should be free of excessive epeHng, grammar end
punctuation errors. Carbon copategtelkpueureewll not be accepted. The Progress eJeo reserves the right not to pusbeah lettare that are sbstous or In poor
Letters shook) be mated to
The Erne tarn Programs, 117
r>*ioven Annex, Eastern Kentucky
LMvarslrfr Rtohmond, Ky. 4047S.
The deadline tor submitting letters
Is noon Monday prior to Thursdays
pubfcatlofl. Letters wB be printed
In ooooroswoswahavsstthls spare.

fezZA

LARGE

$5.98
PLUS TAX

(TWO TOPPINGS)

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

ONE 18"

fctzA

MONSTER

$8.98

(CHEESE)

PLUS TAX

FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS

ANY TWO LARGE SUBS AND
Mr
TWO LARGE DRINKS £7 QQ

fezZA

PLUS TAX

LIMITED TIME ONLY
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

PARKING: 105 cars will be towed on next ticket
r/YJTMim FRflU mnw PAttF until cars started getting towed.
James CUrk. dincior of planning
and budget for the university, said the
amount of money received for parking
assessments for the past year is budgeted into the overall budget each year
in a general fund.
"Parking mriamtau are not earmarked for any certain area," Clark
said. "There really are no restrictions
about where the parking ticket money
is spent"
Mark Jozefowicz, assistant direcior of public safety, ism charge of campus
parking regulation*. He said there are
more registered cars on campus this year
than tast As of Sept 15 mis year. 11.917
cars were regismod on campus.
By Sept. 15 of the fall 1992 semester, 9,702 cars were registered.
Jozefowicz said this might be explained by the late arrival of parking
permits to the university last semester,
when many students did not register

Overall enrollment in the uni versity is 16,279, slightly down this year
from last year's 16.525.
The number of people with six or
more tickets between Aug. 16 and
OCL 1 this year is less than half of the
repeat offender parking citations given
last year from Aug. 16toOct 1.
During this time last year, 223
people received six or more tickets.
Last year, the university billed
$9,095 lo people with more than six
parking tickets from Aug. 16k>Oct 1.
This figure is actually a little less than
this year, but the tickets were distributed differently.
The number of students who got
more than six tickets on registered
cars decreased, while the number of
tickets on unregistered cars increased.
"I understand bom this study that
people are figuring out they can't park
wherever they want ... but it's also
obvious that more of them are not

registering their cars,"Duugherty said.
Last year, 36 percent of repeat offenders were unregistered, and this
year 63 percent were unregistered.
"We ate cross-checking license
plates and hometowns, and those students will be billed for those violations," Daugherty said.
"We'll eventually catch up with
them," Jozefowicz said. "We've just
located the driver of acar that has $418
worth of outstanding tickets."
This car, which Jozefowicz said is
owned by an employee, was towed
yesterday, and the driver will have to
pay the tickets before getting her car
out of tow.
Once an unregistered driver with
more than six outstanding tickets is
located, he or she is not permitted to
register for a parking permit until the
following year. Daugherty said if a
student's parking permit is revoked
before the year is over, half the parking fee will be returned.

Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words

FRATERNITIES
SORORITIES
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
"Earn Money for your
Organization:
For more Information
call. 624-2724
1-800-ORDERDT

After nearly three months into the
semester, the 1993-94 student directory. compiled by the student association presidents, has yet to reach university residents.
Don Pace, student association
president, said the information for the
directory has been compiled, and now
the only delay is the OV Publication
in Lubbock, Texas.
They said it would take up to 20
business days before we weuld get
them," Pace said.
He said the company informed
him on the return date 17 business
days ago. "So we're expecting them

Deborah Drury. ASID, Lexington,
KY.Cal 231-6336.

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train & Jump the same day lor
ONLY $901 Lackey's Airport, US
25 South, 6 miles from By-Pass,
turn right on Menelaus Rd. Sat. &
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! ■ Sun. 10 a.m. For into, cal (606)
873-0311 or 966-8202 weekends.
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted lo promote the Hottest Spring Break Destinations, call CANT TYPE? NEED SOMEthe nattons's leader. Inter-Campus ONE TOTYPE FOR YOU? Call
LISA MARCUM AT 624-0988
Programs 1-800-327-0013.
Between 8:00 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.
Earn $2500 & Free Spring Break $2 PER PAGE.
Trips! Sel Only eight Trips & You
Go FREEI Best Trips & Prices) FOR SALE.
Bahamas. Cancun, Jamaica, 1 sleepersofa. 1 recliner,2easy
Panama City! Great Resume Exchairs. Call Darren at 625-1200.
perience! 1-600-678-63861

NEWS BRIEFS
■ Campus phone
books yet to reach
students

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Lisa
Devaughn (our study bug).
INTERIOR DESIGN TUTORING. Love, Dawn, Lori & Pam.
MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Student Rate" subscription
cards at this campus. Good InThis week the theme is Safety and come. For information and
any time now," he mid.
—ByDeVoneHoU Sexual Prevention Week, featuring the aplication write to: COLLEGIATE
movies, The Accused,'' "Prince of MARKETING SERVICES. Box
Tides" and "A Few Good Men.'*
■ Campus residents
1436. Mooresvine. NC 28115.
"We're going to try and list the
can tune In movies on
titles with a schedule of which nights TRAVEL FREEI SPRING BREAK!
Channel 40
they will be shown in the FYI," mid
SELLQUAUTYVACATIONSITHE
Melanie Tyner-Wilson, director of
Residents Hall Association (R H A) residence hall programs. "Until the HOTTEST DESTINATIONS! JAand university Centerboard are work- list is made, the students can tune in MAICA CANCUN. SOUTH PAing together to bring current movies lo each night and see what's playing."
DRE, FLORIDA.
the university's residents through
Tyner-Wilson also said she didn't "PROFESSIONAL" TOUR COMColonel Cinema.
believe students bad to have a cable- PANY WITH EASIEST WAY TOBeginning this week, on-campus ready television, but students did have WARD FREE TRIP! BEST COMresidents can tune into channel 40, to be hooked up to cable.
MISSIONS! SUN SPLASH TOURS
Colonel Cinema, to watch two movies
"Channel 40 is like the math chan- 1-800-426-7710.
Sunday.Monday.Wednesday.Thurs- nel; it is part of the basic cable, and the
day and Friday from 7:30 to 11 p.m., student doesn't have lo pay extra to get FUNDRAISERS.
or until the movie ends.
it" said Tyner-Wilson.
GREEKS & CLUBS
Each week three different movies
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST
will be featured to coincide with a
theme or an awareness.
—By Attsa Goodwill ONE WEEK! For your fraternity,
sorority & club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT
just for calling. 1-800-932-0528,
ext.75.

COMICS

AKC Registered Pomeranians,
5 months old. Call 623-8441.
Almost new Univega Supra
Sport 27" men's 10 speed bicycle. New $250. asking $165.
Call 624-2624 after 5 p.m.
Great looking but cheap carpet.
Autumn color, 20" by 20*. only
$5 if you carry it off. Used by a
little old lady one time! Call 6221881 and ask for Chariene.

BIRTHDAYS.
To Allie. Have a "groovy" Birth
dayll
Love, Sandy, Cheryl, & Christy.
HAPPY21 st BIRTHDAY BRIAN
Bill
Love from your fan club.

WANTED!
Students who need
scholarships to help
further their education.
Guaranteed!
Write: Scholarship
Information Service
228 E. Main St.
Richmond. KY 40475
WIN A FREE T-SHIRT

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the corner of
1st and Main:
After being stolen from EKU,
Vozarf •i tombstone
■ewswni
■sjeasiBiasjasapeaBS' was
^*^^ rtcov■ BS^RBJ •
•red in what Kentucky town?
Last week's arts**: 8,248

CLASSIFIED
AD DEADLINE
IS MONDAY
AT NOON.
CALL 622-1881
TO RESERVE
YOUR SPACE.

By Terry Stevens

Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri.
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

60 COPIES
FACSIMILE SERVICES, LAMINATION/TRANSPARENCIES

COLOR COPIES (40% reduction in price)
-photos
-graphs

RECYCLED PAPER
stocked in all self-serve copiers
Phone: 1-606-624-0237
Fax : 1-606-623-9588
BUY 11 SHIRTS GET THE 12IH FREE !!

%£
^

Students come see us at JCPenney's Styling Salon
and receive 20% off services every Thursday
with a valid E.K.U. ID.

O

Mon. - Fri. 9 to 8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12:30 to 5.
OI9K. JCMmMy Compaq me.

RICHMOND MALL

JCPenney
Styling Salon
J

Enterprises

Screenprlntlng • Embroidery
Other Unique Advertising Concepts

624-2724
OR

<^)

1»800»0RDER»DT
CAPS
GLASSWARE AND CUPS
1505 Lexington Road
FAST SERVICE • GREAT PRICES • NO HASSLES
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CO-ED: RHA plan calls for both
Todd, Dupree to house men, women
CCNTWUBJFROMFPONTPN3E
Hultgren said most of the people
responding to that survey said they
wanted more co-ed halls on campus.
Hultgren said RHA decided to focus the proposal on Todd and Duprcc
because of their location.
"Dupree and Todd were chosen
became they're already like a co-ed
area," Hultgren said. "And that would
make them easier to change.Although the proposal, which calls
for both halls to be switched to coeducational facilities for the fall semester of 1994, is nearing approval,
dean of Student LifeJearmeoe Crockett
said there are still some Questions and
problems to be addressed
"We also have to look at the reasons behind it," Crockett said.
Crockett said Todd Hall renovations will probably need to be made
before any co-ed conversion can take
place.
"We have some elevator problems
in Todd Hall, and it is on the 1 ist for
some renovations," Crockett said.
"Thequestion is, would it be easier
to look at closing Todd in the spring,
doing some renovations that would be
hard to do at the 12 weeks over the
summer and open it in the fall?"
Crockett said.
However, closing Todd Hall might
not be necessary for the co-cd plan to
go through, Crockett said.
"We are not going to close Todd
without seeing some greater benefit to
the students," Crockett said. "If it were
to go co-ed, there are tome renovations that we want to do in there.

"I want to be quick to say that we
might not close Todd Hall. Todd Hall
closing is not directly related to co-ed
housing." Crockett said. "One could
happen without the other."
Crockett said although the information she hat received from RHA
indicates the student body favors the
co-ed change, the still wants to hear
both sides of the issue.
"Some people might oppose it,"
Crockett said. "You never have anything that's 100 percent, and I think if
it were approved, some consideration
would have to be given to students
already living there.'*
Michelle Fraizer, a 20-year-old
Dupree resident from Olive Hill, said
she doesn't favor the co-ed plan.
"I just don't think it'sa good idea,"
Fraizer said. "I don't think there's a
reason for it.
"If they had a good reason for it,
fine," Fraizer said. "But I've not heard
one yet. Chances are I'll move out if
they do it"
However, Hultgren said she felt
people like Fraizer don't represent the
majority of the student body.
"I think that's a minority,"
Hultgren said "We can't please everybody, to we want to please the
majority. We also want to make Eastem more appealing to incoming freshmen and transfer students.**
However, as far along as the proposal is, Crockett said she wants to
stress that it is still a long way from
being ready to implement.
"If I wanted to emphasize anything, it would be that it is still just a
proposal." Crockett said

FREE ^ .
BABY PANJ^AN! • j

Faculty senate
passes 7-year-old
merit pay policy
Progress staff report
After three and a half years and
two committees, faculty senate
passed a merit pay policy recommendation at Monday's faculty
senate meeting, even though some
senators felt it was a useless gesture.
"It is not appropriate for the
faculty senate toget involved in it,"
said Richard Freed, faculty regent
"I feel uncomfortable about putting my morel seal on something I
had no say in."
Although the administration
had installed a merit pay policy in
1986. faculty senate has never been
asked for its input in salary raises
due to merit
"After seven years, I think it's
time for the faculty senate to find
its voice and approve these measures," said Dominick Hart, chairman of the committee.
Discussion was given to Motion Four, which brought up questions on the criteria in which merit
pay was awarded.
Motion Four states academic
merit pay systems shall be designed
so that no leu than SO percent of
the potential merit award for those
with a full-time leaching load is

1
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based on teaching performance.
Hart said under the university's
mission, leaching was the most
important part of the faculty's job;
service was second and research
was third.
No one argued teaching wasn't
the most important part of their job.
The arguments were about how
merit awards for service and research would be determined
Hart said some faculty have
received federal grants to do research, which took time away from
their leaching and service duties.
The head of the department would
determine how the pay would be
awarded
Motion Six recommends all
departments consider basing merit
awards on performance over a period of time longer than one year. If
a professor publishes a book during
a year where there was no merit
pay, he gets nothing.
Even if the money is available
the following year, the professor
still gets nothing. Under this recommendation, the period for consideration is longer.
After the debate was over, the
senate voted and passed the report
The next faculty senate meeting is Nov. 1.

DEER RUN
STABLES

$2 OFF REGULAR PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD TUESDAY ■ FRIDAY
EXPIRESJO-30-93
Scenic Trail Rides
•Hayrides Old Time Log Cabin Overnight Camping
Open to the public

(606) 527-6339

SAVE ON YOUR
* COLLEGE RING
$30 OFF 10K $50OFF14K
$100OFF18K
^
To receive your ring by Christmas orders
must be placed by October 19,1993.

0

Memqrizelli
G^mhimrion.

Remember: We will take
your high school class
ring as trade-in.

#
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At UBS

■ ^^r
^^^
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You are always first.
followed by better service.

University Book & Supply Inc.
528 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond • Kentucky • 40475
Phone (606) 624-0220

Congratulations
■tpctiie lu&rerators!
a
W^rafc looking forward
year!
O
William Buckle
Pete Cobb
Alyshia Daniel
Richard Dieffenbac
Scott Douglas
Jason Eades
Michael Hay
Cyd Huffman
LaScieiutififa&J;
Melody TO9S6IT

\

^Molly Neuroth
O ^NigOle Perry
i^
O y ppert
Prytula
"" ' Michael Raether
■ April Ramsey
Carrie Sanders
, - Melissa Seals
i pvAmi Wake
Gilbert White
j Ashley Wolfe
*»■*

StudeitffRiate

Big Deluxe™Burger, Med Fries &
Med Soft Drink $ 2.99 *_
Come into Hardees, and ga a Big Ddu^Buq^ Medium Ira and
Drink for just $0.00 plus tax. Yougaaddkious,juicy,HomeSr)kT
gokknfiiesandarefieshingdrink. Not only do you en joy Real rood, you also enjoy
realsavingf. WhynastopbyHaideeV Itsamealyouwxitsoonforga.

TRY OUR NEW DAILY SANDWICH SPECIALS:
990
990
990
990
990

Regular Roast Beef
2 Cheeseburgers
H0tHam4!SfVOiecse^
Double Cheeseburger
Kshenriari's Fillet™

Monday
Tuesday
IWednesday
Thursday
iFriday

Yfardegr
Are You Ready ForSome RealFood?.

520 Eastern By-Pass • 107 South Keeneland Dr.
OI_,_JJI
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Prank calls made in jest turn serious
By Em i ly Leath
Staff writer
The university's public safety has
reported an increase in harassing telephone calls over the last eight yean,
with 35 instances reported in 1965.
74 reports last year and 41 offenses
since Jan. 1.
Criminal records
"People often say it's justs joke.
The problem is it's a crime," said
Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety. "If the victim wants to
prosecute, the caller can end up with
a criminal record.1'
" Telephone pranking is a Class B
misdemeanor, legally known as harassing communications.
If convicted, a person faces up to
90 days in jail and/or up to a $230
fine, plus court costs
The Kentucky Criminal Law
Manual defines harassing communication as an intent to harass, annoy or
alarm another person anonymously
by telephone, telegraph and mail with
no purpose of legitimate communication.
The incidents reported to public
safety have sometimes been astray of
the typical jocular prank calls.

Angry aunt
"We've had all sorts of
ing situations on campus,'* Wi
"We had one case at Brockton
where the victim was the aunt of the
caller." he said. "She didn't appreciate it very much and pressed charges.
What started out as fun turned into a
real tense family situation."
Of the offenses reported, only a
small percentage are actually prosecuted. Walker said.
It is up to the victim to report the
calls, and then decide if an investigation and charges will be filed. Walker
Upon notification, public safety
can then begin investigating.
VIctlmu should keep logs
If the calls are non-threatening
and non-sexual in nature, a police
record is kept and the victim is encouraged to keep a log.
The log tracks the frequency, type
of call and characteristics of the voice
and background iwitfi
"Hopefully, we will be able to see
some trends from the log," Walker
said. "Patterns can be very useful in
solving crimes."
The manual goes on to explain a

caller can be guilty if he "makes a give them all one."
telephone call, whether or not conWalker suggested using an an, with no purpose of swering machine to monitor calls.
■■nai~'B\tii*Yi **
If the calls persist, further action
i also fall into this cat- can be taken.
egory and can be considered a crime.
However, once a full investigation
Other cases range from threats to ensues, the victim is strongly encouraged to prosecute.
obscene sexual dialogue.
"It's not s serious crime, but it is
a violation of the law," Walker said.
"If it's only been one or two calls,
"Number one, it takes us some
we encourage them to use a log be- time and resources to do the investifore we get all into a full case report," gation, and we have limited reWalker said.
sources," Walker said.
The other reason victims are enUna Minder
couraged to file charges is because
Aside from die tog, public safety public safety will not reveal die idencan also use a device called Line tity of the offender unless they prosMinder.
ecute.
This is a short-term solution for
"We don't want to set up situavictims who do not want to investi- tions for a vigilante retaliation form
gate and press charges, according to of justice," Walker said.
Waster.
Walker noted the importance of
Line Minder intercepts incoming the victim carrying out the full procecalls. Callers must eater n code to dure. "It's simple. If the victim won't
access the actual line.
go to court to testify, we can't press
The victim can control who knows
the personal code and who can actu"Since it is a misdemeanor, even
ally reach him/her.
if there is a trial, it would be over in a
"We don't push that procedure month or two," Walker said. "And if
too hard, because we only have three the person pleads guilty, the vicof the devices." Walker said. "If 20 tim may never have to go to court
people show up tomorrow, I can't at all."

RESTAURANT
qj» HOMEMADE DESSERTS
Including Biscuits &
Gravy • Country Ham

HOMEMADE
COUNTRY
COOKING
LUNCH BUFFET
Including 3 Meats
A Fresh Vegetables

**FREE DELIVERY**

•
•
•
•
•»
«*
*
•
•

WITH S5 MINIMUM ORDER

(ALL MENU ITEMS
AVAILABLE)

•
•

CATERING AVAILABLE
M-F6AM-8PM
SAT6AM-3PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

1424 E MAIN ST
RICHMOND
(ACBOSS PSOM TBLPORD YMCA)

Get the
new look
you've
always
wanted

Jones postpones meeting with student presidents
By DeVone Holt
News editor

Gov. Brereton Jones postponed a
September meeting with the suite
Board of Student Body Presidents to
discuss health care issues with President Bill Clinton..
Don Pace, university student senate president and secretary /treasurer
of the Board of Student Body Presidents , said the postponed meeting was
scheduled to discuss the governor's
health care issues from s college

student's perspective.
"He thought we (college students) could be instrumental in
promoting his health care reform,"
Pace said.
Pace said he believes the governor is asking the eight state university student presidents to promote the reform because the state
budget cuts released in August
only asked state universities to cut
their budgets by the smallest possible amount, 2 percent.
"It's like a give a little and take a

little thing," Pace said. "He helped
us, now he wants us to help him."
Although the governor has yet to
reschedule the meeting, Donald
Smith, student government president
at Western Kentucky University and
vice president of die Board of Student Body Presidents, has plans to
pitch other issues at the governor
other than die timely health care is-

Higher Education Commission,
designed to study higher education efficiency.
"It's not fair that he doesn't have
any students on a commission designed to study higher education,"
Smith said.
Pace said he also has plans to mix
other issues into the delayed meeting.
"I want to make sure he doesn't
slip in any more budget cuts at the
Smith said he plans to ask the last minute before the legislative
governor to consider adding a stu- sessions in January and February,"
dent to the governor-appointed Pace said.

All brands of contacts
Soft, Semi-Soft & Disposable
Optometrists
W.R. Isaacs, C.L. Davis.W.T. Reynolds, M.F. Hayes
Open Mon -Fri 8:30 - 5, Sat 8:30 - 4
228 W. Main, Richmond KY

I

623-3358

Member of Kentucky Optometric Association
wi jay

Not even your local
diet center offers reductions
likethis.

Apple Macintosh Color Classic*
4180, Built-in Iff" Color Monitor &
Apple Keyboard* $999

Apple MacMosbLC OI
4180. Apple Bask Color Momtorf,
Apple Keyboard II $1313

ApplePowerBook™ 14» 4180,
BudUn Keyboard & 1CT BacUtt
Super Twia Monochrome

To get substantial savings on these Madntoslf personal cxmput- With the Apple* Computer Loan* -call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or,
ers, theres one place you'llwant to head ^ your telephone, border see your Apple campus representatrve to(ky. Ard disown the ^L
yours direct from Apple—and to find out arjout easy student rtoancing power more college students choose. The power to be your best? ifc
For your convenience visit or call the Academic Computing Center
Hours: 1:00pm-3:00pm, Mon-Fri • 622-1986
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products
and easy financing - CALL 1-600-8774433, ext. 40
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ANNIVESARY SALE

10-30% OFF THROUGH OCTOBER

Golden Key chapter wins national award
By Jason VanOver
•ITwMuvenity'iGoldeii Key Honor! Society hopet 10 make the 199394 school year at successful at last
The 1992-93 chapter won the Natwaal Key Chapter Award, which is
presented to chapters acrou the nation that have excelled in communication and leadership skills, public
relations, faculty and administrative
involvement, and campus and commanity service.
The invitation-only organization
watoneofthe20chapters.outofl98
nationwide, to earn this distinction.
The iwriprorit academic honor organization provides academic recognition, leadership oppnmaiities. career networking and scholarships for

The 1992-93 chapter gained recognition by completing successful
projects during the year, such as the
Best of America program, designed
to prevent drug and alcohol abuse in
children, and Project Homeless.
Project Homeless called for
Golden Key members to live in cardboard boxes for a few days outside
the Powell Building and collect food.
clothes and money for the Salvation
Amy.
Shadow Day was another project
that recruited high school juniors and
seniors to accompany a member
through an average day of classes to
sri|asant them with college and help
develop an interest in it for them.
The chapter, chartered in 1990 for
die top IS percent of the junior and
senior classes, was also considered

for the national award because of an
impressive application point system.
The application totals up points
daring the year for meetings,
awards, newsletters, activities,
ceremonies and receptions, going
to other schools to speak, attending conventions and submissions
of articles to a magazine published
by the National Golden Key Honor
Society.
Many of the chapter's award-winning programs were targeted toward
young elementary, middle or high
school students.
"We play role models for them,"
said Amelia Hskomb. the 1992-93
president. They can relate to us because we're coBege kids who thought
enough about them to come see them.**
Although the chapter had an honoring year, Halcomb said it hasn't

always been so successful.
"Last year was the first year we
got off the ground," Halcomb said.
"We finally came together with a lot
of people determined to do whatever
hrook."
This year's chapter is no longer
headed by Halcomb, but Cynthia
Lowe, a senior occupational therapy
major from Frankfort, has taken over
lor the 171-member chapter.
Having such a successful year last
year, the 1993-94 chapter has decided to keep many of the awardwinning programs established last
year.
Dr. Elizabeth Jones, who serves
as faculty adviser, said some of the
past programs that will be continued
are Shadow Day. Best of America.
Project Homeless, as well as the meetings, receptions and newsletters.

NEW HOURS
WED. 2-9

ALTERIORS
CONTEMPORARY FURNISHINGS

110 WEST THIRD%T it ■ - • I0508
HOURS: TUES & THURS 11 2, WED 2 I. Fl

AT 11-7

RESIDENTIAL- COMMERCIAL

(606) 259-0867

Danville
campus.
expanding
Progress staff report
The plan Gov. Brereton Jones submitted to uV:Higr»CT Education Review
Ctonunission Sept 21 tor limited offcampus construction and expansions
will do no major harm to the expansion
project at the university's Danville site.
The cut tended campus she win expand its services by leasing a former
Roses Department Store building, located in the Danville Manor Shopping
Censer, to its ftcilities.
Marion Ogden, director of extended
campus programs, said despise Jones'
nrrsjTnaal.hfifiiptf liiwi 15,000-squarefoot new facility — and the 35 new
courses it will offer — to be greeted
with a warm reception.
"After people look at the advantages hi off-campus courses, I think
they will decide that it is a good thing.*'
he said.
Ogden said off-campus sites are
beneficial MSJBJBJBS they offer opportunities to • greater number of people and
use more student teachers, who cost less
per hour than regular faculty.

whale

in

Dave Cook
his

Preoress/JIM QUK3GINS
In the grass and tries to
glove whim taking a break from lacrosse
from the October sun wHh his practice Tueeday evening.

1-800-COLLECT
America's Inexpensive Way
To Call Someone CollectDial it instead of "0" and save up to 44%.

For ton* distance oollact ctUi. Vi. ATtrT opsrator dlttod S mln. IntanUU call
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Black, white Greeks
discuss differences

POL*
Compiled by Brett Dunlap
The
(dw*
public safety:

Progress staff report

campus activities, but sometimes they
don't have the number of members for
Members of four Greek organiza- full participation in every program.
Arnold explained what the term
| tions spoke about the differences between black and PanheUenic and In- "blackballed" meant in Phi Delta
terfratemity council groups at a Kalei- Theta.
He said the phrase, which necal led
dosoope meeting Tuesday night at
Martin Hall.
generic and nisaJasfid. pertains to a
The speakers — Jason Arnold of member who does something wrong
Phi Delta Theta, Tyrone Anthony of and is dropped from the fraternity.
Webber talked about all the local
Alpha Phi Alpha. Caria Webber of Chi
Omega and Lori Walker of Delta community help Chi Omega gave to
Sigma Theta — discussed and com- Richmond.
All members of the panel were
pared policies, guidelines and pracasked how they
, bees of the differfelt their group
' eat groups before
would react to
a mixed audience. u
letting people of
Each speaker
a different race
discussed how his
into their orgaor her group works,
nization.
how they handle
• "Wedon't
their pledges, the
discriminate
different kinds of
against any. programs they put
one," Anthony
on and other (Wafts
ff said. "If a white
of their groups, folperson joined,
lowed by a queswould still be
— Tyrone Anthony, he
tion and answer
my brother.''
session.
Alpha Phi Alpha
Members
Questions
of tne audience
asked of Alpha Phi Alpha and the talked about incidents where people
Delta Sigma Theta were why the mi- of different races joined their groups,
nority gioupsdidn't participate in other and there were no problems.
greek activities.
Many audience members said
"Many of our members play sports people of different races are welcome
and have academic commitments," and say they feel very comfortable in
Anthony said. "We don't try 10 segre- their groups.
gate ourselves. "
The members of the panel agreed
Anthony said whenever an event that if anyone joined these groups,
comes 10 his fraternity's attention, all they should do it for the right reasons,
"the members vote on whether or not to because they believe in what the group
.'attend.
is doing and they feel they can get
Walker said she thinks black groups along with and contribute to the orga".are always willing to participate with nization.

We don't
discriminate
against anyone.
If a white person
Joined, he would
still be my brother.

i

■s

have awn aomeone had taken the light butt* out of
sdrrtatsaar the southwest elevator in Todd Hall
MaJfaea A. MeU. 24. Richmond, was
•Treated and charged with driving under
Sent. IS;
the influence and reckleet driving.
JttT«ryJ.RoMa*w. 23. Richmond.
TWopWtaaaWtay. 21. Martin Hall,
was charged with posaenion of mari- was arrested and charged with alcohol
juana, less than eight ounce*.
intoxication and disorderly conduct.
Sept 23:
Seat. 27:
CkedyJ.Hattoa. 20. Clay Hall, waa
Dolly Stoete. Wallace Building, re
arrested aad charged with driving under ported a stop watch had been stolen from
a suspended license.
the Clark Room of the Wallace Building.
Ryan BrkjbtweU. 18. Todd Hall,
PS—Is Bacher. It. Clay Hall, rereported aomeone entered his room and ported her vehicle had been damaged in
atole his wallet, which had $35 in it.
the Van Hooee perking lot.
K«M McGswaa. 34. Brockton, reRicky Cress, 20, Berea. reported
ported someone had damaged her ve- someone had damaged his vehicle in the
hicle while it was parked fat the Jones Alumni Coliseum parking lot.
parking lot.
Sept. Mi
Sea*. 24:
Alice McDonald. 22, Brockton, reJames W lieoa. Brewer Building, re- ported someone entered her locked veported seeing two while males urinating hicle in the Van Hoose parking tot and
on a fence behind 219 Summit St.
stole her credit cards.
Bryan D. Ray seer. 21, Todd Hall,
Carol Schilling. Brewer Building,
waa arrested and charged with disorderly repotted finding a stolen van in the
conduct and alcohol intoxication. He was Brockton area.
caught urinating on a fence hahinrl 219
Summit St.
Sept-2»:
WHMaaa J. Merr.ll. 19. Brockton,
David Williams. Gentry Building,
was arrested and charged with aggra- reported someone had damaged some
vated assault, resisting arrest and a con- vehicles in the Gentry perking lot.
tempt of court charge from McCracken
Tlaa Fuhaer. 20. Case H all. reported
County.
never receiving a letter her mother mailed
Jim Brewer, Foster Building, re- to her on Sept. 16.
ported two students had musical instruments which they failed to return to the
Court decisions
university.
The following reports appearing in
Public safety was called to Brockton "Police Beat" have been resolved in Madi
on a report of terroristic threatening over son District Court. These follow-up rethe telephone.
ports represent only the judge's decision
in each case.
Sept. 25:
Crystal Davis, 30. Brockton, reported
Orval R. Reeves. 30, Corbin. was
a fight that occurred in Brockton 309.
found guilty of driving under the influSept. 24:
Jackie Vance. Model Lab School.
reported tome windows had been broken
in Room 131 in the Model Lab School.
Stove Staafer. Todd Hall, reported

Oary L. Horn. 22, Richmond was
found guilty of alcohol intoxication.
Gregory A. Kersey. IS. O'Domell
Hall was found guilty of alcohol intoxication.

Got an idea for a story?
Call DeVone Holt at 622-1872.

Frustrated
from trying to pick ou
the right birthday gift
on a
_^ colleges
student's ^r budget?

t

Use the Progress Classified's free
birthday ads.
NAME:
BIRTHDAY:
MESSAGE:

NAME OF SENDER:

Return to 117 Donovan Annex

r First
Annual

BOOK SHED
University Shopping Center

624-1576
"Richmond's Discount Bookstore"

LOWEST BOOK PRICES
IN RICHMOND *o

White Sale

^*»°*^0%
off
Everyday Discount

If there's a winter ski vacation in your plans this year, you need to
make your plans with Travel Agents International during Our First
Annual White Sale October 11-16. We'll make it easy. Just book
your trip during our White Sale and take advantage of the very best
prices you'll find all season on Mountain Vacations ski packages at
the most popular Colorado resorts on Continental Airlines, the
"Official Airline of Colorado." And enter to win one of two Grand
Prize vacations for 2 to Winter Park and Steamboat. (No purchase
necessary.) Call today for an appointment. We'll give you a run for
your money.

Wholesale Prices Direct to You
'Try us before you go anywhere else."
FAX SERVICES AVAILABLE
(50% discount to 1-800 numbers)
OPEN: Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. &Sat.
Sundays

9 ajn. - 8 pjn.
9 a.m. - 9 pjn.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

mrn^

Save up to $92 per person:

Available at:

I

Dr. David B. Coleman
Optometrist
623-6812
Eastern By-Pass

[TRAVEL AGENTS
INTERNATIONAL.

120 S. Keeneland Dr.
Richmond, KT 40475
606/ 624-917S
1-800-776-3097

■UK oStt IM on feuMt occupmcy Suoncl to naUUIity tcMnclloni apply

New Hardcover Releases

Fish
Sandwich
Combo
Breaded Fish, Special Sauce.
Lettuce and Cheese on a Bun.
French Fries and Drink
^M_ -rJx-'__

II

Tooyimmmm
In his first novel in three years,
Tony I Merman, "one ot the finest
and most original craftsmen at
work m the genre today" (Boston
Otobs). brings back his popular
characters Jim Chee and Joe
Lonphom tor another flawless,
faet-paced mystery Chee and
Leaphom search for the griely
thread linking the murder of a
Pueblo Incenn official, the deeti of
a schoolteacher, and the foes of
an invaluable Mbal memento^
gnren to the Pueblos by Abraham

Stephen King
A soMary finger pokes out ot a
dram Novelty teeth turn predato
ry. Flies settle and da on an old
pair ot sneakers in New York, and
me Nevada desert swaeows a
Cadteac. Meenwhsa, the legend
of Castle Rock returns . and
grows on you What does it a*
mean? Otaphen King is back,
iint.| ovmonitraang
rle aei n ri ■■■ afn ri mm
Hi ■ ■ncornpa1m nia—i ■
ttctwf
rabte tore* Ot hi* writing sMI matt
an $M new cuntng-adQ* ooNoHcri
Oil

LITTLE PROFESSOR
BOOK CENTER
428 Richmond Mall
1>

SHRIMP & FRIES H CHICKEN & FRIES

I Bite Size Shrimp, £f*%25
I fries, hush puppies^ / ***
I & cocktail sauce
afan
j easesajaaaeM Saw .taaseal
I <*- CI»IM i«rM/n tota
ISM.MtajaMjo^__

Chicken, fries,
I hush puppies &
Sweet & Sour sauce
Oaaaeeaaaar—a—
mr t»m a—a «
&«»•• ion*m osa
_rgfr_ |."Tf-T**t

FISH & FRIES
I Fish, fries,
I hush puppies
j & tarter sauce
'•SaTST.

~5rLJ

H DINNER COUPON

Any
$025 II Complete
! Dinner

I CM>ta»»aw
. .« w «*<■•*•» •<
I w. til i lonaaa

Steak & Shrimp Dinner

N£NN

• 4 ex. Steak
5 Butterfly Shrimp
• Slaw • Fries • Breadetick

<£ •—■ 4.Q
* ■—'*

S

NOW Si KV1NG DLUUOIS BAkl l> I'OI AIO

"^i**000*** x<i*ur<»nl<!&»**t
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KERA changes teacher education at EKU
By D<-Von* Holt
■»■

WHITE HALL, RENTAL
110 E. Center St.

119 N. Estlll Ave.
Richmond. KY
(606) 624-9123

Hwy. 21 West
Berea.KY
(606)986-2166

Corbln. KY
(606) 523-9881

Karaoke to

Make your party a
hit with our Karaoke.

■ Hlhin

The Kentucky Fducation Reform
Act his undoubtedly changed ihe classrooms of stale elementary, middle and
high schools, but its effects have also
been felt in the classrooms of the
university's College of Fduranon.
Kenneth Henson. dean of the College of Education, said all of the
university'seducationcourses have been
altered to prepare and update undergraduate education students on KERA
topics.
Henson said die college prepares all
of its students on KERA, regardless of
their expected trarhing drat mat ions,
because many employers have acquired
a specific interest in students who are
familiar with die act, and other stales are
adopting programs very similar to
Kentucky's reform act as wen.
"If they get a degree from this college, they're going to know all about
KERA," he said.
Not only are students subjected to
KERA topics in their education classes.
but they are also urged to attend a once
a semester overview on KERA topics.
Henson said he holds the KERA
overview to inform students on newlyimplemented KERA laws and to answer any questions the students may
have on the act
The KERA laws aren't just taught
in the KERA overview sessions and the
education classes, but are taught in the
classrooms of state secondary schools
as student teachers implement them in
their partially-taught classes.
A total of 161 university student
teachers teach secondary classes
throughout Kentucky in cooperation
with the schools' original teachers for
practical classroom experience and
hands-on experience with KERA.
The students don't initialize the specifics of the act in their class, but are
placed m a KERA environment that has

Need It?...Rent It

Prograaa/JIM QUKJGINS
SUMn

Cotornan, a atudant teachor at tha university's Modal Laboratory School, watchaa as
Danlella Jarvla, a 9-yaar-oM fourth grada student, takes a spelling last.

been established by the classes" original macJwi,
Sheila Jordan, a student teacher at
the university's Model Laboratory
School, said the fourth and fifth grade
science and math claim she teaches
are set in a KERA environment which
allows them to incorporate their learnings in other subjects to math and science.
Jordan said the students measured
their weight, legs, arms and other various parts of their bodies at the beginning of the school year, and were asked
to guess what body part would grow the
most At the end of theyear.the students
will be asked to measure their body
parts once again and write a report on

their findings in their KERA-required
portfolios.
Jordan said the project is an attempt
to cooromaie writing, logical thinking,
math and science into one assignment
as the act sternly suggests.
The statewide act urges teachers to
straj away from direct textbook assignments and create a more personally
unique leaching style.
Susan Coleman, a fourth grade student teacher at Model Laboratory
School, said the leaching style in her
classroom is »let the students explore
more and compete less.
"We encourage students not to be
so competitive, but to compete against
themselves." she said. "We want them

to try and beat their better score rather
than their neighbor's."
Coleman said students in the class
are encouraged to explore through their
writing. She said students are asked to
write without worrying about punctuation and to focus on getting their ideas
down on paper.
Jordan said she thinks the act has
been very instrumental in leaching students so far, but believes it will be more
effective five years from now.
Coleman said she has already be
gun to see benefits of the act
"A long time ago, teachers were
saying 'I wish I could leach my way'
and now they can," she said. That's
what's so wonderful about KERA."

She doesn't need clothing.
She doesn't go to bed hungry.
She has a good home.
She just needs your blood.

American Red Cross
DONATE

BLOOD

3JJJJJJJJJJJiJJ>

Eastern By Pass

STOCKYARD TACK AND WESTERN WEAR
Skirts. Jackets, hats,
shirts, saddles, and tack.
Trade, sell, or buy!
341 K
Richmond

10% discount
on clothes only to
all EKU students %
Expires llZr/ste*^*

624-TACK

Excludes closeouts & Easy
Spirits. Expires 10/21/93
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VALUABLE COUPON

00
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EKU BLOOD DRIVE
TUESDAY, OCT. 12 &
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13
KEEN JOHNSON
BALLROOM
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.

Special Thanks To
Dairi|
Queen
BIG HILL AVENLTE
RICHMOND, KY
PH. 624-0481
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Need Money
For College?

TV 12-RATED X
HITLINE1885
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A Bluegrass Classic
Greek Letters
Available

"The Best Hits All Day'

*

*

^ Now - You Can Listen Longer! J
* EKU's All Hit Party FM *
%
TV 12-Rated X
$

Lack of funds is no longer a
legitimate excuse for not
attending College!
For more information on privately funded scholarships write:

Scholarship Research Services
P.O. Box 4035
Pittsburg, KS 66762

% WXII-92.3FM .Richmond%

We match interests, skills and abilities with scholarships.
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At Subway, we make a foot long steak &. cheese sub with 5 oz. of 100%
shaved sirloin steak, cheese, your choice of vegetables and dressing on
Italian or wheat bread baked several times a day in our store.

NEVER LOOKED LKE IMS BEFORE

For a limited time only

Introducing WordPerfecrtOforDOS, with built-in
spreadsheet Junctions. WYSIWYG editing. scaloNe fonts and more.

SPECIAL
Buy any steak & cheese sub
with a medium drink and get
any 6" sub of equal or lesser
value for only 99y.
No coupon necessary.

623-3458
539 Leigh way Dr. • Eastern By-Pass, Opposite Denny's
MOB.

- Fri. 10 ».■_ Sat 10:30 a.m. -1 a-m.. SUB. 10:34 aj». II pji.

3423 NICHOLASVILLE ROAD
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40503
(606)272-4125

+

American Red Cross

Blood Drive

«SUB

I

1-75 EXIT JOB
120 KEENELAND ROAD
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 40475
(606)623-7938

New WordPerfect*6 0 for DOS will change the way you think about DOS
word processing Now you have ihe option of working with the characterbased interface you're used to, or switching to an intuitive graphical interlace, all from within the same DOS application. Other new features include
built-in spreadsheet functions, grammar checking, support for all major type
technologies, and much more. Try
WordPerfect 6.0 and experience the
new look of DOS word processing.

WbidBsrfecf

PC SYSTEMS
638 EASTERN BY-PASS • 624-5000

All Volunteers for the blood drive:
Training class is today at 2 p.m. and
4 p.m. in the Powell Conference
Room B.

Help needed for the final poster run and
to put up arrows. Anyone who can help,
come to the Powell Information desk
October 11 at 6 p.m.
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KERA: University officials say benefits of reform should show in future students
COrmNUEDFROMFROMTPAflE may show some change." she said. . more prepared for college as a
of
Gsbbard said asaresuk of the writ- KERA," Henson said,
w«
ing portfolios, required of students since will not need at many
Carol Gabberf, curriculum and in- 1991, writing differences may become
struction professor, aid students who visible m the new college students.
Gabbard, presenter of the "KERA:
began school with ike beginning of the ' Although recent signs have shown Impact oa Higher Education" workset should show the most isnpmuive that this year's freahmtn clan won't shop held Sept 23, said the high school
signs of change in their final years, but QufcaT WBTil sTOBI DM frBaaufTsCfl, the students that graduate under the act
doesn't rule out the possibility for no- administrators believe a new type of won't be used to lectures and anight
ticeable chawsjrsi before then.
freshman will surface n the future as a textbook assignments. TaatBad.atey wil
"Students who were in the sixth result of the act.
be accustomed lo more involved "hands
grade when the act was implemented
"Future incoming freshmen will be on experiences.

Also,

ofbangi
they will now

of rlaas mat-rial to students, they i
times difTer significantly from university:

to keeps
of their

The question of Should the uniMnge their leaching procesaid me
> or should the satrlrmi be prehave a greater thirst for knowledge and pared for any learning situation' now
display improved mquiry skills as a ariaes," Henson said. "Some people say
reauhoftheact
the college should change, and some
While these new procedures serve say the students should change, but we
to give a more practical
don't know."

Ptrjgram helps kids with special needs
By Brett Dunlap
Aasatnrtrwwt) editor
Eastern is partiripating in a new
ststewide program to bring special services and equipment lo handicapped
and developmentally delayed children,
from birth to 3 years old.
The Kentucky Early Intervention
System (KEIS) ronrdiaatra sod finds
servicesfor children with special needs,
lae program operates under a federal
grant given to the stale of Kentucky by
the government and is administered
through the cabinet of human resources.
Seven stale universities cover Kentucky by splitting up the area development districts (AAD). Eastern covers
Lake Cumberland, Cumberland Valley
and Kentucky River districts.
"We provide coordination of services," said Janclay Wilson, the team's
full-time project specialist "Weare trying to find the children and services and
bring them together."
She said the goal of the KEIS is lo
bring the services the stale provides for
children with special needs lo the families who need them.
"There are a tot of families who
don't know the state provides services
for their child." Wilson said. "It's our
joblomake sure ihey know about them."
She said there have been a lot of

i by parents who may know
about the services, but get passed from
agency to agency. The KEIS was set up
to eliminate this process, so the parents
will only have to call one number, and
the KEIS will coordinate the needed
services with the family.
"If there was a child in a particular
county in our district who needed physical therapy and there was no one in that
county who could do it" Wilson said.
'The parents would call the KEIS
office at Eastern and we would find the
services and make sure the child can get
lothem."
She said if the child has a problem
that is not covered by Eastern, the
parents still call here. The office is in
contact with the other offices in the
state, and they can still find the services the child needs. Transportation
can be provided, although Wilson said
there wasn't much money for that service.
Esther Leung, project director at
Eastern, said the state decided lo house
the program in the universities lo make
efficient use of human resources. The
universities are strategically placed
throughout the state lo serve each ADD.
"We are trying to work as the
midtaernan to set up services to the
people of Kentucky,*' said Leung.
S he said each school has an area of

expertise they are responsible for in
researching and evaluating for use
throughout the stale. Eastern has to
research and organize services in occupational therapy, physical therapy
and speech and langiiage development
The KEIS is trying to get area
doctors to identify children who have
some form of disability so services
can be coordinated as soon as possible. The KEIS is sending information to doctors to keep a look oat for
children who need the services and to
report themio the local KEIS office so
services can be coordinated.
Wilson said they are starting a
huge public awareness campaign to
get the word out about their service.
They have done TV and radio spots,
and they have sent pamphlets and potters to doc tors to hang in their offices so
the public can be made aware of the
services.
Along with the office at Eastern, in
each district there is a person who is
called a point of en try who works with
the regional office. Their job is lo keep
track of all the children with special
needs in each district
The KEIS makes sure services are
being provided and new children needing services are helped. Wilson said.
For more information call 6221867 or 1-800-442-0087.

October
%xlx< Student
Appreciation
Days

Save 10% storewide
Everything is on sale.. .plus if it's already on sale,
take an additional 10% off.
sfco*
tfet®

\\*o!**•' *

«

You must present your valid E.K.U.
ID for your week's discount.
(Discounts only apply on designated days)

Freshman - Sophomore
Appreciation Week
October 7 thru October 13

-» a • •

92 93

L
#3P R I K G
L

Example of valid E.K.U ID

Bring in this ad for a free
introductory membership
AEROBICS
CIRCUIT TRAINING
FREE WEIGHTS
LIFECYCLES
INDOOR TRACK
COME USE OUR
NEW EQUIPMENT

• LIFESTEPS
• LOCKER ROOMS
• PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
• SAUNAS
Emcm By-P«w
I Roaca I

FALL SEMESTER

624-0100

EASTERN BY-PASS (BEHIND ROSES)

Your discount all week is 10% off everything

Junior Appreciation Week
October 7 thru October 13

9a 93
W93 I N
91

G

Example of valid E.K.U ID
Your discount all week is 10% off everything
Seniors—Thanks
Two great days!

October 21 & 22

96 94 912 93
#11 '93 9$ G
Example of valid E.K.U ID

You pick the item-- storewide 20% off everything!

To Everyone...
Thanks to all of you... from all of us.
Shop UBS—off campus and save!
Plus, we are buying books today.

University Book & Supply

Off-campus • 528 Eastern By-Pass
OPEN: Monday - Friday 9 a.m. til 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. til 5 p.m. .
For more information on Officer Programs, please see Capt. Walker
and SSgt. Freeman at the Powell Grill on October 12 & 13 from
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. or call 1-800-858-4086.
___
o>

.

At UBS.. .You are Always First and Followed by Better Service.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
TUESDAY, DCTDBER 1 2TH AT S:DD PM
BRDCK AUDITORIUM
COMPETING CAMPUSES:

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY,
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE AND UNIVERSITY DF KENTUCKY

NATIONAL GRAND PRIZE:

THREE

1 994 FORD

MUSTANGS
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Alpne ts what happens when the i
of ■jour spirit no longer guides the decisions
of your mind.

Alone Is trapped" In a particle of apace
created by^ someone else's Idea of
what you are.

Inside
IEKU Blood Drive
scheduled for
Tuesday and
Wednesday. See
PREVIEW, B2.
I Jeff Jensen
exhibit not to be
taken sitting
down. See ARTS,
B3.
I Student balances
school and
business. See
PEOPLE, B4.
I Telford luau part
of RHA
Weekender
program. Sss
ACTIVITIES, B5.
I Practice pays off
for Eastern
tennis player.
See SPORTS, B7.

Did you know?
■ Born 42 years
ago today in
Seymour, Ind.,
was singer John
Mellencamp. In
addition to Ma
music,
Mellencamp is
known for Ma
"Farm AM" concerts to help
farmers.
Next week

■ Bingo

So what should qaW
q»'s oil that q know.
% tfik aucst to be happy
<Worth the high toB?

ProgreeeAJAY ANGEL
"Poetry Is kind ot a therapy thing for me." said Bethane
Ditto, a 26-year-old math major from Brandenburg. Her
poetry It Influenced by painters such as Monet and van

A^one Is forgetting the reasons yftf
you art different from those
surrounding you.

Gogh as wea as by writers Edgar Aten Poe end Franz Kafka.

g&te qSJgfit goOcs and
c
WMspererf C£)reams

By David Hicks
q never thought It vwjuld come dovm to
•Ms
g<ellngs q newr beflewd to exist
Tm feeling pain where I dtdnt know q
could
q can't ressewtay when off q hod wot

By Krlsty Barrett

•
qshculdn'tbellew you feel onj different
qm covered" bf pride that won't bend
^judgment has been surbed so q can't
*
cJhe walls crashing down around me.

ttl

9ty anger Is pent up Inside
.report of me has already died
cJhere are no more tears to be cried
6Jhe hole In me Is Infinitely wide.
q should haw witnessed the trick
you were playing
cJhe decisions In jour mind
vou were weighing
Sew this wound up so q cannot Jeef
q should haw known
this would newr heal.

cJeors are the neeaU In the fabric of Hme.
SfW* together b^ grief, pain, laughter andtoy.
<Wown so carefully since the first breath • j
•Dream whispers are Weard^a chlUfs name gently spoken
^neslmpleheaHofachlld_>-oken_^rulsed.„.
battered by the wind's harsh -voice of reality.
Oouds become sllwr as we emerge from the storm.
Searching for a rainbow to ding to„
Hope Is At hankerchlef that wipes away life's tears
Aj}d as every mother dowty smiles
A^chUd whispers to her teddy (ear.

-I see e tot of atrocity In the wood, and
I try to convey N In my poetry," said
David Hicks, a 22-year-old Industrial
risk management major from Ashland.
Hicks said he la Influenced by music

and writers such as Anne Rice.

Opportunities for lZgS?PrOQnn'mM
campus writers SSSSZSZ^SS"rmm
Phone: 622-1881

Krlsty Barrett Is a
21 -year-old theater
major from Hartan.

racufty aavtser. rion narren
Office: Jones 419
Phone:622-15851

Aurora, student Mersey magazine
Faculty advtser: BHI Sutton
Office: MUtor 312
Phone:622-2098

B2

Send your
snnounotments to
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Announcemants
Tonight cuisine, music

ball will be held Oct. 22 with
the ladies' game starting at 5
p.m. and the men's game
starting at 8:30p.m. Formore
information, contact Bobby
Photos of campus orga- Collins at 624-3424 or Lisa
nizations will be taken Oct. Tackett at 623-3010.
12.13 and 14 from 3 p.m.
until 9 p.m. in Pearl
Auditions will be held in
B uchanan Theater. The fee Lexington during die month
is $50 and must be submit- of February for exceptionted at the time of the photo. ally talented young instruAll bonoraries are free.
mentalists who wish to compete for the Stillman-Kelley
The EKU Blood Drive Scholarship Awards. Those
will be from 10a.m. until4 who enter must not have
p.m. Oct. 12 and 13 in the reached their 17th birthday
Keen Johnson Ballroom. by March 1. must be an
American citizen and are exThe 16th Annual 5K pected to play a 20-minute
Homecoming Run will be program, the National first
held Saturday, Oct 23 be- place winner will be awarded
ginning at 10:30 a.m. Cost a $100 scholarship to be used
for the event will be $10 for further music study. This
(includingT-shiit)and$12 audition is sponsored by the
after OcL 21. For more in- Lexington Federation Music
formation, contact the Di- Club. For further informavision of Intramural Pro- tion,
contact
Betty
grams at 1244.
McCormick at 272-8544.
Applications and entry
fees for Homecoming
floats are due in the student development office.
Powell 128: Float applications— $25 entry fees see
due by Friday. Oct. 13 at
4:30 pm.
EKU Alumni Basket-

Live Entertainment

Motown's The Four
Tops and sportscaster
Cawood Ledford will highlight an evening of entertainment as Centre
College's Norton Center for
the Arts opens for its thud
decade. Tickets for the event
are $40 and may be purchased by calling the box
office at 236-4692.

The Middle Eastern
Cultural Festival will feature the works of Aharona
Reiner through Oct. 28 in
the Giles Gallery of the
Campbell Building.

TODAY/7
Christian Student Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Daniel Boone
Statue.
CM Alpha Bible study
will be held at 8 p.m. in
Combs 213.

10

m

Expires 10-21-93
623-5014

\/
•

Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass

\

WM Honor
Compo More Coupons
■special-special-special-special-

\/

has a nice selection of...
Sweaters (sequins i/ Cosmetic Bags and
Jewelry Bags
and beads)
Western Jewelry
Purses 20°o off
Stratton of London . Belts (Stone &
Compacts
Metallic)
%/ Unique Gift Items
Big Eye Mirrors

Hrs. M-F10-5 Sat. 10 - 2

106 St. George St.

The Golden Key Club
willmcetat7p.m.on Thursday, Oct. 14in Wallace 445.

Lectures

Live Entertainment

mERLG
noRmon
C O S M E T I C STUDIOS
•

Clubs/Meetings

Clubs/Meetings

I

The EKU Country
Showcase will be held Oct.
24 at 3 p.m. in the Renfro
Valley New Bam to benefit
the university music department scholarships. The
show will feature Carl
Hurley, the EKU showcase
and the Renfro Valley Jamboree. For more information, call 1-800-765-7464.

PROGRESS

, casset tes
posters

t-Sllll t-.

IJIIY SELL TRADE
623-5058 EKU By-Pass across tan Pirn Hut
af"

Taylor's Sporting Goods
Sweatshirts- T-shirts - Custom Greek Lettering
Plaques - Trophies - Custom Engraving

1
- THRIFTY
DUTCHMAN

Recycle your

College Park Center Open 6 days a week, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
We Accept Visa & Mastercard

623-9517

MOTEL AND
TANNING CENTER

624 9825

Eastern By-Pass

INTRODUCING

Nightly 7 & 9:30

UPCOMING

TUESDAY/12
On Tuesday. Oct. 15 at 5
p.m.. DMPA, the data-processing management association, invites BUS/CIS
students to visit Answer
Soft. The computer store
will host an information session on modems, RAM and
other computer items. It is
located at Harper Square,
2130 Lexington Road. Suite
D, Richmond.

or Money

Nightly 7:45 & 9:30
Nightly 6
PG-13
I Sat. & Sun. 1:45,
Sat. & Sun. 6,
j 4:15. 7:45,930 Q£]
TTTTTTXTTT I XZ X X XXTTXXTTTX XTTTTTr

The Philosophy Club
presents "Scientist or Savant?" by Dr. Bruce
MacLaren Oct. 14 at 7:30
p.m. in the Adams Room of
the Wallace Building.

Did You

it's a dirty job,
and we love to do it!

Son

Live Entertainment

Palmer Hall will host a
Rostulara will join The
lock-in Friday in its lobby. Swansons at Phone 3 toMovies will be shown and day. Show time is at 8 p.m.
free food win be available.

•apedeVejNe^aVepaelBHpaeleV

Show your EKU ID
and we will take
33% off your laundry

OHiF.r*.* «T*!.n«»OcC >«

I niwTsin (Inertias

G.U.E.S.S. will be
holding an open membership informational on
Tuesday. Oct 12 in the
Jaggers Room of the
Powell Building from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. and
Wednesday. Oct. 13inthe
Herndon Lounge of the
Powell Building from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m.

GUESS, will be spon- Live Entertainment

! MOTHER'S COIN j
tLAUNDRY SPECIAI

MALL 8
l» L»*ra Irf ■ m__mnti\

Robin Hood

soring an AIDS awareness and information table
on Tuesday. Oct. 12 and
Wednesday. Oct. 13 from
10 a. m. until 1 p.m. on the
comer outside the Powell
Building.

Clubs/Meetings

Students will receive Inlention Cards for Spring 1994
housing Monday. Oct. 18 after 4:30 p.m. Please read the
brochure, complete the card
and return it to your residence assistant by noon, Oct.
29.

r i RICHMOND

SaL • Sun. 1:10*105:05 705 ►»
There will be an EKUWXIIwiU be holding the
l«T«»>
Dally
JO 3:*S 5:30 7« 0-.S5
Sat. * Sun.
"Acoustic Jam-off" today KEA Student Program
5 30 7 45 0:55
nDalV
at 3 p.m. at the Fountain by Chapter meeting at 5:30
115 5:00 7 JO 0:40
Malax
flat a Sun.
5:00 730 0:40
p.m. in the Grise Room of
the Powell Building.
M Dally
1064:SS 7:30 10*8
n> Ptaaram
Sat • Sun
the Powell Building. The
44* 7 JO 10:06
H Dally
1:154:50 7:35 10*0
naaaJa.Ha Han SaL ft Sun
Lutheran campus minis- presentation on classroom
4 50 7JS 10:00
H ~
Dally
management
is
titled
"VVhat
try invites you to hear the
1 004:45 7 IS 10:10
ABramTak
Sat A Sun.
4 45 735 10:10
■I
Dally
contemporary Christian To Do After You Close
lajOBgDIaamw SaL ft Sun 15 MO 5:35 7*5 0:50
Your
Classroom
Door."
music group Watermark"
5:35 7 45 0:50
M Dally
1 354:50 7:38 10:15
Ta> ruata*
Sat a Sun.
at then* only appearance in
4:50 735 10:15
POU
Daft/
central Kentucky today at 7
Lectures
Bamfrnabato SaL Only
7:45
Men in Tights PG M
p.m. at the St Thomas
Dr. Darren Higgins from
• •,
,:. , . .',
Pi .15 hi >Uf|
Lutheran Church in Rich- University of Michigan will
mond. The admission is present a talk on "Molecufree. "Watermark" will be lar Regulation of Virulence
leaving on a European tour Factors in Vibrio Cholera"
for 12 months beginning in Moore 111 with refresh- • I i|s|i
STARTS FRIDAYI
Jan. 1.
ments beint served at 11:30
a.m. and the meeting beThe Good
For Love
Mr. Jones
ginning at 11:45 am.
FRIDAY/8

The last day to withdraw from a fullsemester class is Oct 13. If students stop
attending a class and do not withdraw by
that date, an F will be assigned. Check
with the registration center in the Combs
Building about withdrawing from partial semester classes.

Influenza vaccine win
be given at student health
services Oct 19-22 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. The charge
is $3. Anyone who has I
cold or is allergic to eggs
should not take the vaccine.

( l\l \t-\Kk fHEATRES

tfi.Nanw
m
Caal laa«aa

TIME TO GET OUT

and dance of the Middle
East will be featured in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom at
6 p.m. until 8 pjn. Ticket
for the banquet are $4 and
are on sale at the International Office. Keith 140.

Setene Woody or
Doug Repp at 117
Donovan. Annex
oerare noon iwonoey.

623-8814

Digital Music Express
jk^ tour Cable system now offers you a revolutionary
.a«d>»Z>oW_ new home music experience. It's Digital
OKiaiMHKtmB Musk Express. DMX brings to your stereo
• 30 different channels* Crystal Clear CD qualm music
• 24 hours a day • No Commercials and • No distracting DJ's.
All at the touch of a remote. It will take your breath away.
Symphonic
Chamber Music
Opera
Lite jazz
Classic Jazz

Ranchero/Tetano
Salsa

Urban Aduh
Contemporary
Dance

Big Band/Swing

Classic Eock
50s Okies

World Beat
Show Tunes

KAJSHHs

60s Oldies
Folk Bock

Hottest Hits
Album lock
Heavy Metal
Alternative lock

Low Sonp
Great Singers
Instru menials
Adult Contemporary

New Age
Contemporary
Christian

Introductory Offer
Only $8.95 Per Month!
FREE Installation plus
a FREE DJ Remote!
Call Now To Order!
623-6163

SiMMONS
CABLE TV

$35 for your 1st month
$20 after the 1st month

Modern Country
Traditional
Country

New bulbs are here!

wmmm

S3

nacordamfth Top 10
I.MrvwM.-tnUtaro'2. Wh*» ZomW». "L« S«orertlo3. tttno Mason, oBnd Mason

Jjlf&
|& entertainment]
entertalnm<

6.0u« MoKaaan, "Stivm In Ma-

ARTS

a. M Lapeard. -R»*o Actfw
7. Qapmftn*. •Eaay Com* Eaay 0*
i. Digital UndMgtound, Tha Body-Hat Syndroma9 Mghwi Whig*. ■Oanaamania u^TUpato. -Anodyna-
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Doug Rapp, Arts editor

Jensen exhibit shows novel touch

Mellencamp rolls on
with 'Human Wheels'

By Doug Rapp

By Aliaa Goodwill

Artsi

Staff wrier

Jeff Jensen seems to enjoy break
ing chairs.
The good thing is when he puts
them back together, they make appealing pieces of art.
As • mauer of bet, Jensen's
en tire exhibit, on display in the Giles
Gallery in the Campbell Building.
consists of altered chairs.
My favorite piece by Jensen
was titled _^^_^_
"Brooklyn
ART REVIEW
Chair."
It consisted of a chair built like an apartment building complete with
painted bricks and small II—■
In place of the windows of the
building, small television sets were
placed with the screens depicting
scenes from the "Three Stooges."
"The Odd Couple," the way-loopopular "Barney" and various other
elements of television and movies.
Another work by Jensen that
stood out was "Fixed #5."It was a
plain white chair, cracked in the
middle, with several large nails
driven through it.
Perhaps "Fixed »3" was
Jensen's best work.
Once again, it was a cracked
white chair held together by brass
locks.
There were also two more
"fixed" chairs.
"Fixed #2" wasn't Jensen's most
exciting work. It was simply a
cracked whtie chair held together
by bungee cords.
Another one of Jensen's less appealing works was "Fixed #1."
By now you've realized it's another cracked while chair repaired
this time with wooden plates with
large metal bolts.
As with all of Jensen's chairs, he
found creative methods to repair
them and make a drab everyday
object into a visually appealing work
of ait
Fortunately, Jensen didn't
overdo it with the while chairs and
mixed things up with "Ayiyiyiy
Chair" and "Desert Storm Stealth
Chair."
The'AviviyiyChair-hadadefinite soulh-o'-the-border feel to it.
The chair itself resembled a cactussnda wooden snake was curled
underneath it.
The "Desert Storm Stealth
Chair" was a warped chair wrapped

Through'the years, the public has
come to expect great ninth? from John
Mellencamp, and with his newest release "Human Wheels," he has delivered again.
Mellencamp's music has gone
through as many changes as his name.
Many of us grew up knowing him
as John Cougar Mellencamp, and for
his earliest fans, he was John Cougar.
Although he is finally going by his
real name.John Mellencamp, his voice,
music and sound continues to sell
records.
"Human Wheels" sounds older,
deeper andalittle darker in tone. Maybe
the change of sound comes with the
change of names, but whatever the
reason, he is sounding bettor than ever.
Mellencamp's music has always
been about life, and he is the good 'ol
boy from Indiana, one of America's
truly great singers. Who can forget
hits like "Jack and Diane" or "Pop
SingarT
With this newest album, songs like
"Human Wheels." "Beige to Beige"
or "What if I Came Knocking" are
sure to be megabits.
This album is full of social issues,
relationships, and the reality of life.
In "What if I Came Knocking."
Mellencamp asks the question, "what
kind of person are you?" He sett up a
situation and then wonders what the
reaction would be.
In "Beige to Beige," Mellencamp
sings about what society has become,
from clothes we wear to the musk we

Proarasa/JAY ANGEL

Jeff Jeneen's "Bug Chair,"
above left, "Brooklyn Chair,"
above, end "Jungle Chetr,"
right.

in desert camouflage and provided a
break from the many other white chairs.
Jensen took the "stealth" idea a
little further and showed his sense of
humor with "Stealth Chair."
It was simply a pile of sand with
two ruts dug out where a chair's legs
would be.
Overall, Jensen's exhibit is a success. I enjoyed the running theme
throughout with the chairs and the
interesting variations he found in constructing them.
The exhibit has Jensen's distinctive touch to it, and all of the pieces
should catch the viewer's eye.
And in all probability, it willchange
the way you look at a simple chair.
Jensen's exhibit will be housed in
the Giles Gallery in the Campbell
Building until Oct. 28. Gallery hours
are Mon. throughFri. 8 am. to4:30
pjn. and Sundays 2 to 5 p.m.

tleneen usad wood, acrylic
and metal In creating hie
Intaraatlng variations of
everyday furniture.

listen to.
From the darker side ■ of
Mellencamp, the song "When Jesus
Left Birmingham" leaves the listener
with the feeling of darkness and only
a slight glimmer of hope.
This is shown best in the following
lines: "I ain't saying much worth repeating/ just askin' for forgiveness
and all of his best/ When those crazy
nights come callinV man, I'm just as
human as I can be/ when Jesus left
Birmingham, He left it there for you
and me."
The song ends with the statement,
"Let it rock. Let it roll. Let the bible
belt come and save my soul," which
reminds the listener of "Jack and
Diane" and the early years of John
Mellencamp.
Throughout
the
album,
MellencampconsistentlyUkesthclis
toner down the darker side and then
climbs to the lighter side of life.
For any John Mellencamp fan or
for anyone who loves good music, this
is a must-have tape.

MTV comedian Mario Joyner
scheduled to perform Oct. 12
By Doug Rapp
Artaedaor

Comedian Mario Joyner is scheduled to appear at the university Tuesday as host of the Rolling Stone Rock
A Roll Bowl held Oct. 12at8p.m.in
the Brock Auditorium.
The Rock & Roll Bowl will pit
three Eastern students against teams
icprestnting the University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville
ami test their knowledge of musk trivia
sad popular culture.
The two winning teams out of the
30 participating colleges will compete
in Daytona Beach next year. Each
member of the winning team will receive a 1994 Ford Mustang.

The event, sponsored by Ford,
AIWA America, MBNA America
Bank and Haagen-Dazs ice cream, is
free to all participants and spectators.
Evelyn Cooper, press coordinator
for US Concepts, die company producing the event, said Joyner was an
ideal choice to host the contest since
he is popular with students and is
associated with MTV.
Cooper said Eastern was chosen as
one of the schools to represent Kentucky in the trivia contest because it
fits the population requirements of the
tour and is a popular college.
"We've bad success with Eastern in
the past," said Cooper.
Joyner will perform his comedy
routine following the competition.

CHRISTIAN: Ohio band blends thrash and funk
by Shannon Conley
Staff writer

Diego Rh/ora provides thn low and of Christian's sound.

the fact thai I noticed the absence of
the four-stringer due to guitarist
Michael Christian picking up the slack.
There were no conversions or altar
Christian took the opportunity to
calls, but Christian's live show was showcase a new tune, "The Persondefinitely a religious experience.
als," that they dedicated to the loyal
The Columbus, Ohio, band Chris- Richmond crowd who supported them
tian packed Phone 3 last Friday and on the band's many excursions to
Saturday night with it's brand of hard- Phone 3.
edged, thrash/funk musical mayhem.
Midway through the show, I beAt 10:40 p.m., Christian hit the gan to grow weary of Christian's
stage with a trademark tune, "The lengthy songs. I was prodded to head
Other Side." a heavy funkfest that to the front of the stage where I truly
showcased Mike Flournoy's impres- experienced what Christian was all
sive drumming.
about — passion and hitting life head
Three songs into the set, Diego on.
Rivera broke a string, forcing the band
The highlight of the evening came
to continue sans bass. It was well after in the form of a cover of Jim Croce's

classic "Time in a Bottle," which incited thecrowd in toa swirling mass of
flailing bodies and spilt beer.
On stage, the band appears intimidating and full of rage, due to their
dreadtocks, stern f? xs and stage attire, but in all ac tuali ty they are the
epitome of gentleness and enthusiasm.
"Most bands today have no saying power," said Stefan Cald well, lead
singer. "We write good songs. Right
now we're just trying to get out of
Columbus. It's just so much of an
alternative dance scene that we have
to get out and play places like Richmond that are hungry for rock V
roD."

Prograss/JIM OUK3GINS

Christian goes vertical.

i\!)| I'l \DI \l \l

WIZ

Heavy Duty Muffler
Most Cars and %f\ -f 95
Light Trucks
a. 1^
Installation extra
Limited Lifetime Warranty

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER
1531 Big Hill Ave.
iRichmond

624-2990

LUBE, OIL,
& FILTER

$10.88
Muu can and t%k( uuda
llll

DOUGLAS
BATTERY SALE

Douglas
$39.95
5&H5

All Exhaust Pipes 40% OFF
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP with SUN Diagnostic
Computer. w«n

4Cyl.
$24.88

6Cyl.
$36.88

8Cyl.
$44.88

$59.95

Omni 670

Omni 850

(alipertandaeml-fiielalHCj*,^^. OO
pad-cr.) KWcar, S^V.tSO
and tiata tnickt.
~

k&al
I ),

TOO*'
^^.

T

:

511 Eastern By-Pass

too-

OTiill lll.—ty..
I .1 I »>!■■»»»■

FRONT DISC BRAKES
60 Month
A»y£ *»e Jntiill new pad*,
ftturfacc toton, repack wheel
Batteries
>JO.V5 Teartngt. install new
grease teats, add needed
Group 24,24F, 26
■*■ fhrtd, toipcct lysiem and
road MM. (Rebuilt
$49.95

freft a&*
f©°1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Sun. 11:30 a.m.-11p.m.
Mon. - Thors. 1030 am. -11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 1030 - midnight

Toofer Specials.t1
2Sanchosfor$l.99
2 Crispy tacos for 9H
2 BBQ Sandwiches for $2.99
2 Soft tacos for 990
2 Mexican Platters for $5.99
2 Soft Chicken or Steak tacos for $2.99
2 Taco Burgers for $L99

B4

for PEOPLE to Ched
WMuvnaon or Soiana

Woody el 117 Donovan
Annex or eel 1692.
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By the tine freshman
Doug Mobtey entered college, he had already accomplished what most people
don'tobtain until after graduation by becoming a busiOn top of attending
classes, Mobtey is also part
owner of aceilulw telephone
company, TAS Communications, in Lexington.
Mobtey acquired his part
of the business after his parents purchased half of the
stock from the partner who
was leaving the company.
"My partner is running
the business for the most part
right now." said Mcotey. 1
do most of my business during the summer when I can
travel."
Mobtey said that he is
moving into the area of telex,
which are the wireless headsets used by referees.
In addition to co-owning
hiscellularcompany.Mobtey
also broadcasts football
games from Henry Clay High
School and is involved with
the Special Olympics.
He is also a referee for the
Kentucky High School Athletic Association and the

713 West Main St
623-8535
V« IMVN the Daniel
Boom Mam 15 min.

Freshman works to balance business and school
By Shannon Conlcy

RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST

I don't do as much on
Saturday, but I still havo
to travel a little, so
Sunday Is definitely my
day off.
9f

before each nrv ice

Spomon of the Colonel*
far Christ
2nd* 4th Thundey*. 8:30 p.«.
Powell Building, Room D

Bible Study 9 UL
Woiship-iOaja.
Evening Worship - 6 p.m.

Bible study - 7 pA.

-Doug Mobtey
Christian Church Basketball
League in Lexington.
"I got interested in being a
referee because my dad was a
coach, and it looked like a fun
way to make some money,"
said Mobtey.
Mobtey got bis start as a
referee in the Special Olympics.
"A teacher involved with
the Special Olympics at Henry
Clay asked if I'd like to get
involved announcing the
games," he said.
"If all goes well, this will be
my second year at the State
Special Olympics and the state
church league tournament," he
said.
"I hope to eventually ref
for the South Eastern and Ohio
Valley Conferences," added
Mobtey.
Ever the entrepreneur.

Mobtey intends to keep the
cellular telephone business
throughout college and paws
to atan his own business, a
mad order catalog company
for referees, after graduation,
In the near future,
Mobtey says that he is considering purchasing a race
horse.
"My friends say that I'm
always looking to make
money," enthused Mobtey,
"and they're right"
For many people balancing so many activities at one
lime would almost seen to be
an impossible task.
Mobtey said that he just
tries to take everything in
stride about business.
"This winter, when basketball season kicks off. I'll
be putting in 14-15 hoars a
day," he said.

Congratulations new
AZ initiates:
Amanda Borton
Paula Buckman
Christy Palmer-Ball
Prograss/JAY ANGEL
DougMoW«vl««pa^rrerlnac*hjtorta4«e>hooa
company m addition to classos and rafarealng.

Accent editor Chad
"I don't do as much on
Saturday, but I still have to Williamson contributed to
travel a lktte, so Sunday is this story.
defmiielymydayoff,"hesaid

DKZ
Need Money For College?
YOU CAN AFFORD COLLEGE150.000 SOURCES OF $$$$$$$$$
We keep a current list of all available fundlngs for you.
Find out more by calling Preston or Trudy
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Friday: Default fee for vofleybeJ due by 4 p.m.

MM I campus"!

Upcoming: EKU Women's
Rugby tournament hosts Ohio
University, Marshall and
Bowing Green Oct. 16.

ACTIVITIES

Thursday. October 7,1993
Selena Woody, Activities editor

Weekender cruises to EKU
By Selena Woody
ActMSse editor

FaM RHA Weekenders
Oct. 15: Commonwealth and
Walton) haas wH host a
Reggae Festival in the WMW
Gym. starting at 6 p.m. and
featuring food and dance.

When Friday rolls
students begin to look homeward. No
classes means no reason to be on canpus. Students flock home at their last
class lets out, and by Friday eveniaf.
In via works: Heyrkfe and
campus is ■ quiet house loonly the few
cookout hosted by Dupree and
who remain.
McGregor halls, and a Wild
The university's Residence Hall
Turkey Fast held by Tcdd.
Association has noticed that their halls
Brockton and Clay.
become quieter and less populated
Campus NMHMnt ACUVIUM
(taring the weekend.
Oct. B: Commonwealth will
In an effort to combat this trend,
have a pizza party and lock-in
RHA developed its Weekender proat 8 p.m.
gram , a program of events geared to
give residents nnjnjjjnj to do while
Oct 12 and 13: The Red
they spend their weekends on campus
Cross blood drive wil be from
rather than study and to keep them
10 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the Keen
from running home every weekend
Johnson Ballroom.
due to a boring campui.
The Weekender program was
Oct. 1S: Brockton will be
brought into being two years ago, when
having a block party and cook
out
RHA councils from various Kentucky
universities met in a joint ouaftwuce.
For updates on Weekeder
The idea fee a program of this type
programs or hall events, check
was brought up. mil Fast I n Hsjwefi
Progress Preview page B2, the
latives thought it was a good idea for
FYI and the campus news
Eastern.
channel. Info 12.
These representatives brought it
home, refined ajvl implemented it into
their programs, becoming the first uni
versityin the state lo do so, according enders in karaoke, dance and flag
football are just a few that have been
to RHA president Kirsten Huftgren.
done.
Morehead soon followed with a
Events scheduled for this semesnnulaV psTOffisUn.
ter
include
hay rides, reggae and the
Huhgren said the demand for such
a program was already on campus Coming Home dance, where girls ask
the guys out for a change.
when the idea came up.
"It's a great way to meet people,
"A lot of people complained that
spend
very little money and have lots
there was nothing to do on campus
during weekends, and that's why of fun," Hultgren said.
According to RHA chair of pubthey'd go home," Huhgren said.
ProgreoaAIIMQUiGGlNS
The Weekender programs have a lic relations and Dupree resident aswide range of types and formats. Week- sistantNicoleWiley.theRHAWeek-

__

By Selena Woody

:

Tips for sticking with aerobics

Guis dressed in sweats and shorts
sat around in the recreation room of
McGregor Hall and spoke among
themselves while they waited for their
instructor to arrive. Kelly Sieger, a
junior occupational therapy major,
stood behind a seat and gave her reason for being here.
"I'm out of shape and I need to get
in shape." Sieger said.
Freshman psychology major Mary
Hohl also is keeping in shape.
• "I practice karate and I need to
keep myself in shape for that" She
just tested for her black belt.
'This isagreat way lo do that," said
sophmore psychology major Jill
Ambrose. "It gets your blood going,
and you fed good and better about
yourself.*'
The class these girls are waitng for
is the free aerobics class sponsored by
the university. Soon student instructor
Kristi Beatty will be in to give these
girts a solid 45-mmute workout
According to Melanie Tyner-Wilson, the director of residential development and education, a demand for
exercise programs, particularly in
aerobics, led to the estabrithment of
campus aerobic programs.
The intramural office was already
looking for more female programming

What is aerobic exercise? Aerobics by
definition are the types of exercises that increase
the heart rate to a "target rate" for a steady period
of 15 to 20 minutes. Popular aerobic activities
Include Jogging, step exercises and waking.

Getting started
-Take time out and schedule it as your time to
exercise. Whether you choose to wait around
campus or go lo an aerobics class, you'll
have time for it.

Staying with it
-Grab a partner. You'll be more likely to keep
the appointment if you know someone wil be
waiting on you and wiH be there to keep you company.
and helped Tyner-Wilson in arranging
the aerobics sessions.
'Women weren't really getting
involved in intramurals, and these types
of classes were what the intramural
office thought women would come
to," Tyner-Wilson said.
Another part of the problem was in
the accessibility of the programs to
students. Previously, students had been
traveling off campus to local fitness
centers to work out Many claimed

this was an inconvenience, due to parking problems on campus.
Christie Skidmore, a junior nursing major, is one student who left her
membership at Ford's Fitness Center
in Richmond to lake her aerobics class
on campus.
"It's a pain to go off campus and
lose your parking space every time.
These classes are right here in the
dorms and easy to get to," Skidmore
said.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
,
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Thane paintings by Aharona
Reiner ara now on display In
the Giles Gallery along with
her other works. The top
painting is a portion of a larger

Ford's Fitness Center and Ironworks are Richmond's two largest fitness centers.
Ironworks manager Kris Traugott
has also observed a growing demand
for aerobics. Although the fitness center does not currenUy have an aerobics
program, she said they have received
many qi-suons and enthusiasm about
an aerobics program.
"With the new craze across the
nation and with the importance the
government is putting on health, many
people have become more concerned
about their health," Traugott said.
Ironworks wifl be moving into a
new building (the old Kmart) in (he
near future, and will begin its aerobics
program of high and tow exercises
there.
According to Ford's aerobics instructor Lisa Dean, students have begun to become more involved in getting in shape.
"I've noticed a steady increase.
and usually that depends on tests.
People don't realize that it's a great
way to relieve stress. When you work
wit you feel better about yourself and
you do a lot better in your classes."
Dean also teaches the campus
aerobics class held at Telford.
The classes are held in Telford on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5 p.m. and
McGregor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

painting. This show Is part of
the ongoing Middle East
Culture Festival which

continues through this month
with speakers and the art
show. The festival win climax
today as the Middle East
Culture Festival Banquet Is
held In the Keen Johnson
Ballroom from 6 p.m to B p.m.
Progress/JAY ANGEL

COMING SOON !!!

Iron Works
Aerobics & Fitness

•Ribs
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"It is a really successful program
for being as young as it is ."Wiley said.
However, young meant, it can grow
and needs work. Wiley added.
"We want to improve the things
we do. If we can do more, then we can
learn more about what works well for
Eastern."
This semester, the Weekender program has various activities stated for
campus entertainment from the Reggae
fest to pizza lock-ins. Some events are
still being worked in, and dates and
times are tentative.
"We're trying to get something
that's fun and exciting onto our campus," Wiley said.
It'san alternative to cruising home.

FEST ART

Campus aerobics shape up students
Activities editor

ender is also a way for Eastern to lose
its title of a "suitcase college."
"We're trying to help keep people
on campus and help them to become
more independent." Wiley said.
Individual hall councils come up .
with their own ideas for a weekender
and sometimes team up with other
halls to put on an event.
All the RA's and workers at these
events donate their time in an attempt
to make the campus a more exciting
place to live.
The campus itself does not provide things lo do on weekends, so it's
left up to the halls to make things
happen.'' Wiley said.
Although Center Board and the
office of Student Activities work on
scheduled events for the university,
they don't have something for each
weekend.
Each of these offices also has current plans for campus activities.
Wiley said the program has been
relatively successful, with an average
of ISO students attending each pro-
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The New Leader In Health And Fitness
* PADDED INDOOR JOGGING TRACK
* AEROBICS
* TOP OF THE LINE CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT
* SUPER CIRCUIT TRAINING

Carry Out Orders **
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight ~
709 Big Hill Ave.. Richmond
624-2569

Ask about our
Pre-Opening
Specials
Offer based on 2 year membership

Not looking for long
term commitment?
Try us out!!!
7 visits for
7 dollars
Offer ends soon!!!

623-7370
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Thb week. In Sports
Oct. 7 Women's golf hosts the EKU
Invitational at Arlington
Oct. 13 Volleyball home against Marshall;
7 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum
Oct. 18 Cross country hosts the EKU
invitational; 4 p.m. at Arlington

SPORTS

Thursday. October 7.1993
Chryssa Zizos, Sports editor

SPORTS DEBATE

SAME SEX
COACHING?
Coaches should coach
their own gender
While men
dominate the
athletic world
already, do we
really need
them to
dominatethe .
coaching ranks
Chryssa
as well?
Zlzos
Some male
coaches simply cannot understand,
appreciate nor begin to relate to
women as athletes.
Motivation and interpretation
are among the most important
factors of being a coach. Of
course, knowledge and physical
performance are also important
coaching tools, but what happens
when one huge hormonal imbalance encompasses the locker room
and Mr. Coach can not relate?
How can Mr. Coach preach
mental imagery to a bunch of
female athletes, if he has not a full
ounce of estrogen in his body by
which he can relate to.
The potential downside of
a man coaching a woman is
that he may underestimate the
concerns of the female and
perceive her reactions to certain
situations as a weakness, which in
reality, may be her strengths.
As athletes, some women
don't respond well to men because
men tend to be more cognitive and
less intuitive than women.
Mr. Coach may tend to be too
serious with his female athletes.
Because some men are more
naturally aggressive, Mr. Coach
may verbally damage them and
put them down as if he might if he
were coaching men.
Women simply don't respond
as well to this type of motivation
as they would to a female that is a
little less barbaric and a little more
sensitive.
Men have different experiences, expectations and are a
different culture. Therefore, they
should stick to coaching their own
gender.

coaches.

it Nothing good

comes easy. 99
— Sunshine Wilson
Cross country runner

Colonels positive despite loss to YSU
Eastern to
play in River
City Classic

By Lanny Brannock
Staff writer
Two two-point conversions.
Eastern had not tried for a twopoint conversion all season, but its
only two attempts of the season could
have been the game winners (at least
game tyers) if both of them were successful.
But as this Colonel football season
has gone so far, neither of them were
successful, and the Colonels came up
on the losing end of the score for the
third time in their fourth game of the
season.
Saturday night, Eastern again fell
short of at least tying eighth-ranked
Youngstown State University in a 2622 loss to the Penguins at Roy Kidd
Stadium.
However, there was no losing
locker room attitude for the Colonels
after the game.
Rather, it was a locker room full
of players who knew they gave a great
effort against a very good football
team, and just caught a few bad breaks
during the game.
"I don't think we are 1-3. If anything, this is a Stan of a new season.
We showed a lot of maturity," tight
end Jason Dunn said.
Eastern's redshirt freshman quarterback Greg Couch looked like a veteran instead of a freshman, with an
impressive performance through the
air, completing 14 of 23 passes for 186
yards and a touchdown.
"I think we got a little better tonight. I knew we could put the ball in
die end zone," Couch said.
"I thought we executed well at
times. The team has gained confidence
and I've gained confidence every game
we played," he said.
Senior Leon Brown also looked
impressive with 129 yards rushing on
IS carries.
Senior Mike Penman saw limited
action in the game, but according to
Kidd, it was because Brown was on a
roll.
"Their defense was quick, and I
felt like I needed a quicker back and
Leon is the quicker of the two," Kidd
said.
"Penman is a good back, but if you
get somebody playing hot, then you
don't want to take them out," he said.

By Lanny Brannock
Staff writer

Progress/JIM QUIGGINS
Quarterback Greg Couch scrambles while Roger Ortandinl looks to block the Youngstown defense.
It looked as though the Colonels
would have a chance to come back late
in the fourth quarter when they drove
the length of the field and scored a
touchdown when Couch dove in from
the two-yard-line to get within 26-22
deficit.

Women don't necessarily
have to coach women
Athletes
areathletes.no
matter what
gender they
are. Because
ofthis.it
should not
matter to them
Stephanie
if the coach of
Rullman
their respective sport is a member of the
opposite sex.
Gender should have nothing to
do with the hiring or firing of a
coach. Men can be just as compassionate and understanding toward
female athletes as a female coach
can.
Knowledge of the game should
be OIK of the most important
aspects of coaching. Why should it
matter if the coach is not the same
sex as his players?
As long as he has the ability to
interact well with his players and
be able to motivate them to give
their best performance, he should
not be reversely discriminated
against
A coach is trained to instruct
his athletes on their athletic
performance.
Men have been coaching
women successfully since the
beginning of sports, so why should
it change now?
Men are naturally more
aggressive than women, and this is
often carried over into their
coaching.
This often results in athletes
having a stronger desire to win and
be more physical in their play.
Here at Eastern, two of the
most successful coaches are track
coach Rick Eidrnann and women's
basketball coach Larry Inman.
These men bring the infamous
"male ego" onto their playing
fields every day. In return. Eastern
and women's athletics are
rewarded with exemplary programs year in and year out
So you see, gender, in the
generic sense, really has no true
effect on performance among

quote of the Week

The Colonels then tried an on-side than their record would indicate they
kick, but what looked like an Eastern are.
recovery turned out to be the Pen"We are growing up, and there are
guins' ball.
no more kids on this team," fullback
If any thing, the Colonels did some Bryan Dickerson said.
growing up in this game and proved to
"We're better than most teams
themselves that they are a better team think we are."

A perfect 2-0 Ohio Valley Conference record will be up for grabs Saturday when the Eastern Kentucky Colonels (1-3) travel to Cardinal Stadium
in Louisville to play Tennessee State
(1-3) in the River City Classic at 3
pjn.
Both teams will be trying to win
only their second games of the season.
They have had very similar seasons thus far, with each team losing to
some lough competition in their first
four games.
The only difference in the two
records was last week TSU pulled off
a huge upset victory over then fourthranked Middle Tennessee, and the
Colonels fell short against No. 8
Youngstown State.
Coach Roy Kidd is looking forward to playing in Louisville against a
team that may be belter than its 1-3
reco«t
"Every team they have played, they
have scored on all of them. They've
got a wide-open offense, and what
you'd like to see us do is control the
ball and keep their offense off the field
and put some points on the board ourselves," Kidd said.
The Colonel defense will have its
hands full against an offense that put
up 263 passing yards on the day, and
had 17 catches between Lawrence
Segree and Clarence Jones for 203
yards.
The Colonels have exhibited a
good offensive attack this season with
freshman Greg Couch at the helm.
"They play a lot of man-to-man
(coverage), so maybe we can get some
big plays on them," Kidd said.
Despite the Colonels' 1 -3 record,
they still seem to be a very confident
football team.
"We're becoming more mature
with each game. I think Tennessee
State's in some trouble," tight end
Jason Dunn said.
Tennessee State Coach Bill Davis
was .unable to be reached for comment

Position breakdowns cause
trouble for Colonel volleyball
By Chryssa I. Zizos
Sports editor

Progress/JIM QUIGGINS
Senior Kim Zelms digs the bell against Morehead Tuesday.

The Eastern volleyball team (7-9)
could not respond to the challenge dial
Morehead State University set forth
Tuesday, but it hopes to regroup and
gain the confidence needed to beat Tennessee Tech this Friday and Middle
Tennessee and Tennessee State this
Saturday on the road.
The Morehead Eagles clipped the
Colonels in three matches to hand Eastem its second straight loss.
"We are very, very dose," head
coach Geri Pol vino said. "We played
much tougher, but we didn't do what
was necessary to win the match."
Freshman setter Michelle
Saldubehere led the Eastern offense
against Morehead, despite going down
with a knee injury in the third game,
with a hitting percentage of .800, while
senior Kim Zelms also led with 19 kills.
Senior Natalie Guerrera took charge on
defense with 21 digs.
Despite these efforts and staying
extremelyclose in the first two matches.
Eastern still couldn't pull of a crucial

victory.
"We had position breakdowns, and
we made critical errors," Polvino said.
"Somehow I must teach this team how
to finish."
Polvino said that this Colonel team
has no room for errors.
The Colonels were on the road this
past weekend as they faced Ohio Valley
Conference competitors UT-Martin and
Southeast Missouri State University.
Eastern took the measure of UTMartin in an exciting 4-1 victory on
Friday, but was unable to continue the
winning streak and was defeated by
Southeast Missouri State University on
Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Ma
Junior Lori Federmann had an outstanding garreagaina UT-Martin scoring 26 digs and IS kills while hitting
.387.
"Wc passed the ball very well and
were able to score runs of points,"
Polvino said.
Eastern wasn't so successful as they
traveled to Southeast Missouri on Saturday.
"SEMO had a freshman from
Istanbul that really hurt us on our right

side." Polvino said.
The Colonels won the third game
15-7, but SEMO's defense hurt Eastem, and SEMO came back to finish its
quest over Eastern in the fourth game.
Polvino questions her team's performance on the court because she says
they are not putting out the effort they
need to in practice. "Until we can do it
in practice, I'm not convinced or quite
sure that we will ever do it on the court."
The Colonels' next face-off will be
Friday against Tennessee Tech.
"We are going u be faced with a
very much improved Tech team. We
are going lobe a little down psychologically," Polvino said. 1 am faced with
the difficult decision as to whether I
should make a radical change or stay
and try to patch what we got"
Tennessee Tech coach Sharron
Bilbrey said, "We are not at all the same
team that we used to be. I think Eastern
is going to be in for somewhat of a
surprise.
It will be a highly offensive and
serving game," Bilbrey said. "I suspect
it will be their net game against our
offense."

Men's golf team victorious in Colonel Classic Invitational
■ Coach Smither
pleased with overall
team performance
By Mary Ann Lawrence
Contributing writer

Chris Yard

Eastern's men's golf team competed arid conquered in Colonel country last weekend, coming away with
the first place trophy.
Eastern hosted the 14-team Colonel Classic Invitational on October 2
and 3, placing first with a score of 870.
The team continued to play consistenUy. coming off an impressive

third place showing at the Murray
State Invitational.
"They played outstanding golf,
very consistent golf. Each person contributed to theoverall win of the team,"
said Coach Lew Smither.
The favorites going into the tournament were Kentucky State University, the Umversityorrennessee-Criattanooga and Wright Stale University,
but the Eastern team played too well
on its home turf. Smither amid.
"They just held in there despite the
rain on Saturday," said Smither.
The Colonel golfers were led by
Erich Moberly, who placed second
overall with a combined two-day score
of216.

Eastern was followed by Wright
State with an 890 and the University of
Louisville with an 898.
They travel to Michigan to compete in the Northern Intercollegiate
Tournament on Oct. 8",0>
This tournament will be a great
test for us," Smither said. "We will be
playing some of the best teams in the
nation, and hopefully, we can put it all
together and see if we on bring it all
"Erich played even par golf, and back."
even par golf for a college golfer is
Some of the teams included in the
outstanding," Smither said. "He scored tournament will be Ball State Univera 71 on Sunday and went under par." sity, the University of Illinois, Indiana
Other scores were Bill Carboy. University, Northwestern University,
221; Chris Yard. 226; Scott Zeismer. Perm Stale University and the Univer228; and Chris Bedore, 230.
sity of Minnesota.

tf Each person
contributed to the
overall win of the
team.
99
- Lew Smither
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SPORTS
BRIEFS
Men'stennlsbeatXavier
EMMni't men's tennis tern traveled lo Many over the weekend to
participle in the Murray Stale Men's
Tennis Invitational.
Team aooring was not kept.
The Colonels then hosted Xavier
University on Tuesday, and came away
with a 6-1 victory.
Leading the way for the Colonels
was Jeff Hechemy at No. 1 singles. He
defeated Mike Zilliox in a hard-fought
7-6 (7-3). 7-6 (8-6) battle.
- By Stephanie Rullman

WKtHM pto09S socood
The softball learn began its fall season last weekend by placing second in
the Tennessee Tech Invitational.
"I believe that we have much more
of a cohesive team this year compared
to last year's team," Worthington said
The Colonels finished its spring
season ranking a disappointing fifth
place in the Ohio Valley Conference
with a record of 11-26.
The Colonels will travel to North
Louisburg, Ohio, this weekend to compete in a 12 team tournament

-ByChryssal.Thos

The Man Behind

Runners fare well at
Lake Front Invitational

By Don Perry
Contributing writ*
Ror* Lee takes a deep breath and
relaxes before he begins speaking into
•he microphone that is going lo blast his
words throughout Roy Kidd Stadium.
"Here is Roy Kidd and your very
own fighting Colonels,'' the speakers
echo throughout the stadium as the fans
leap lo their feet cheering. Lee's strong
voice is only slighUy muffled by the
cheers and screams of the Eastern Kentucky football fans as their learn takes
thefield,
Lee is the public, address announcer
for the men's basketball team and the
fooftallleamattheuruversity.Hisisthe
voice that comes from the press box
during home games.
"This is my first year as P. A. announcer fee the football team," he said
"So each game I may say things a little
differently, but I try lobe consistent."
Lee said that it was impossible far
him to remember exacUy what he says
during introductions. "It's a spur of the
moment thing for me," Lee said. "I just
say what comes to mind. I don't have
anything memorized''
Lee graduated from Eastern in 1969
with a degree in broadcasting. He became the voice for the Colonels' football learn after last year'sP.A.announcer
left for a similar job at the University of
Louisville.
Lee said he enjoyed the time he
spent at Eastern as a student, and misses
all the fun he had Most of all, he misses

By Matt McCarty
Staff writer
With less than a month lo go before the Ohio Valley Conference Cross
Country Championship in Morehead,
Ky., Eastern's women's squad earned
a tie for first place in the Loyola Lake
Front Invitational, compiling 51 points
to equal the total of Western Michigan
University, while the men finished in
fourth place with a total of 82 points,
only one point behind Western Michigan.
Michelle Price continued to run
well, capturing fifth place with a time
Of 18:35.
"Michelle Price has become pretty
consistently our No. 1 runner,'' Coach
Rick Erdmann said.
Running six seconds behind Price,
Sunshine Wilson placed seventh, followed by Leigh Kettle (18:56) who
finished 10th. Tracy Bunce (19:08)
who took 18th and Amy Hathaway
(19:41) who placed 33rd of over 100
runners.
"We were pleased the women did
as well as they did," Erdmann said
The men were led once again by
John Nganga, who captured second
with a time of 24:53, 22 seconds behind Les Stoklosa of Lewis Univer-

Progress/ JIM QUIQOINS

Robb Lee Is trie "voice" at horn* football and basketball games
getting to sleep late when he didn'thave
any morning classes.
"Things were easier when I didn't
have to get up early to get lo work,''he
said
Lee is married now and enjoys being a family man. His wife of three
years, Lisa, is also an Eastern graduate.
Besides spending time with his family, Lee enjoys working around athletics. He considers sports his hobby "in a

weird way," because his job involves
athletics.
With a degree in broadcasting and
an interest in sports, being the P.A.
announcer for his alma mater seems to
be an ideal job for Lee.
Lee seems to enjoy his work as
much as the Colonel basketball and
football fans enjoy hearing his informative words echo throughout the stands
during games.

1 Taco + a Beer = $1

Regis Hairstylists
Thursday is
Men's Day
Haircut $10

Paul Mitchell
products are
on sale thru
October

Richmond Mall
Walk-Ins Welcome

624-0066

Every Tues. from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Student
Specials
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! B24-J
'1 4268
Alterations and Repairs
DRIVE-THRU
At St. George St.

'Ask About Student Discounts
Just Off Campus

3UB

DELIVERY HOURS
r^/l
Q O /I *f Mrm-Fri 1030 a.m. -11 pjn.
0^rfc~ ZJ^&LJL
Sat. 11a.m.- 2 pjn.

WE DELIVER!

'

200 S. Second Street (Corner of Water St. & 2nd)

200 South Second Street
FREE DELIVERY!
*

* '

*

*

20" Party Pizza

*

Baked Spaghetti & Bread Sticks $4.67
Pizza Sub & Salad

$4.86

Steak Hoagie & Liter drink

$4.48

Salad. Bread Sticks & Liter drink $4.25

plus tax, expires 10-15-93

For additional information contact:
Tommy Yates: 623-9531 or
Brad McDaniel: 625-0236

Comer of First
and Water St.

623-0330

Lunch Specials

October 16th & 17th
$35 entry fee per team
$15 for each additional team

$2.49

0

PlzzA

Expires 10/14/93

WE ARE OPEN
Mon.-Sat. lf>30 a.m. -1 a.m.
Sun. 11a.m.-11p.m.

m,

s

APOLLO

!Buy one 6n or 12" steak and cheese
Purchase of medium drink
get any regular 6" sub for 99*
Not good on delivery.
Not valid with any other offer.
S

sity.
Josh Colvin finished in a time of
25:33, which was good enough for
14th place with Julio Moreno running
23rd in a time of 25:46.
Also running for the Colonels were
Jamie West (26:21) and Ken O'Sbea
(26:34) who finished 45th and 36th.
respectively.
Erdmann thought the men ran well,
but they were still coming up short
because of "the big gap between the
third and fifth runners.''
"We had a couple of guys that
didn't have a good race, and that hurt
us tremendously in our overall position," Erdmann said.
Neither squad will be in action this
weekend, giving them an extra week
to prepare for the EKU Invitational
Friday, Oct. 15 at the Arlington Golf
Course.
Among the teams competing in
the tournament are the University of
Kentucky, the University of Louisville and Xavier University.
"We've raced five weeks in a row,
and I think we need a break from
racing,'' Erdmann said.
"Hopefully, we can use (the EKU
Invitational) as a springboard to gel
ready for the OVC Championship, "he
said.

with your favorite topping :
LARGEST PIZZA IN RICHMOND

$10.71
plus tax, expires 10-15-93

Large 14" pizza

Small 10" pizza

with your favorite topping

with your favorite topping

$5.38

<*=*

plus tax. expires 10-15-93

/APOLLO

j

d*

$4.25

plus tax. expires 10-15-93
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Weis intent on getting the job done for Lady Colonels
■ Junior tennis star
pleased to be
playing for Eastern
By Don Perry
Contributing writer

Progress/JIMQUIGGNS

Kim Weis Is a key member of th» Lady Colonel tennis taam.

Kim Weis grips the handle of her
tennis racket tightly as she stares across
the net at her opponent. The intense
look on her face tells her opponents
that they are about to become her next
victims.
Weis is considered a very important member of Eastern's women's
tennis team.
Weis became interested in tennis
when she was 9 years old. Herparents
influenced her by getting her private
lessons and sending her to tennis clinics.
Weis said that by the time she was
13 years old, she became burned out
on tennis.
She quit playing for three years,
but began playing again with the same
intensity she had for the game before
her departure.
Weis played both soccer and tennis at Notre Dame High School in
Covington, Ky., but gave up soccer

Do you want to review a new album for the Progress?
Call Doug at 1882.

"I liked the tennis program here
after her sophomore year so she could
at Eastern, and the campus was beauconcentrate solely on tennis.
Weis' concentration and great play tiful.''Weis said.
"And when I met the girls on the
on the tennis court paid off in a big way
when she was offered scholarships to tennis team I really liked them."
Weis is now in her third year at
play tennis at various schools around
Eastern and said she has no regrets at
the country.
Wets said she felt her decision on all about coming here.
She it
which colpositive that
lege to atEastern is the
tend came
Behind the Scenes
right place for
down bcher.
tween
Full naaw: Klmberiy Ann Weis
Weis
Ball State
said
that
UniverBirth data: July 9.1973
when she is
sity and
Birth pises: Cincinnati, Ohio
not playing
Eastern.
HosMtown: Villa Hills, Ky.
tennis
or
She
Parents: Jim and Dottle Weis
studying, she
said that
Major: Occupational Therapy
hardly has
her family
Favorite TV show: Meirose Place
time to do
let her
Favorite Music: R&B
anything else.
make the
But when
decision
herself, and it was kind of scary be- she does have the time to spare, she
cause she was afraid that she may enjoys going out with the other girls
choose the wrong university for her- on the team.
"They are my best friends; they're
self.
After she visited Eastern's cam- like sisters to me," Weis said.
The tennis team and her teampus, Weis said she easily made her
collegiate decision without any fears males will always be an important
pen of Weis' college experience.
at all.
"It would be hard for me to imagShe was sure that this was the
ine being at Eastern without being on
place for her.

University Book A Supply
528 Eastern By-Pass-Off-campus

Sera-Tec Bioloizicals
I

<»IIIHTI\

out our Print Shop/Copy Center special on all
Homecoming candidate printing for pasiexs, flyfiES, &
cards. A few or a lot, we can do it. For special pricing call
today.
</

Campus Plasma Cci

Now completely automated,
Taster and safer.
Recei\e $20 for first donation.
\sk ahout bonuses.

the tennis team."
It would also be hard for the tennis
program to imagine her not being a part
of the team.
West plays two singles and one
doubles match in each of Eastern's six
single and three double matches.
Weis described herself as being intense when she is playing tennis.
She compared her style of play to
the play of professional tennis star
Jimmy Connors, because of the great
intensity he plays with as well.
Away from tennis, Weis described
herself as being bud-beck and fun-loving.
Weis tries to model herself after her
mother, Dottie Weis.
She has a great amount of respect
for her mother, and said they have a
wonderful relationship
"If I could be half the person my
mother is, I would be doing great,"
Weis said.
Weis « a junior occupational therapy
major. Her plans after graduation include serving a six-month internship
for her major, and then using her degree
to get a job working in a hand therapy
clinic.
Weis has made her second home at
Eastern and loves it, but only as much as
the tennis team loves having her here.

•.us out!

■

624-0220

(Picture lakcn-available upon request)

624-9814

ANNOUNCING
THE GRAND OPENING
OF *r«U-XICAn, DAfcKff,
A NEW APPLEBEE'S
RESTAURANT*
Things Are Really Cooking At Applebee's.

NO

matter what you're in the

mood for from brunch, to munchies, to dinner, you'll find it at the new Applebee's openins on 853
Eastern Bypass Buffalo Chicken Wings Spicy wings with celery sticks and bleu cheese
dressing Quesadillas Grilled tortillas with cheese, bacon, tomatoes, onions and jalapenos

Applebee's House Sirloin ^K3*^a«A 9 oz
onions, mushrooms and peppers ^S
■

5*^

choice skMn steak y fhsaiAted

^

WWet Platter Hickory-roasted rib tips in

spicy Bar-B-Que sauce served with fries and slaw Broiled Cajun TfCHJt A char-broiled filet of
^

St-j Rainbow trout seasoned with Cajun spices Chicken & BlOCCOi Pasta Alfredo

"^S

^^

Fettucine noodles with broccoli, Alfredo sauce and char-broiled chicken breast

Gyro Sandwich Thin slices of Gyro beef and sauteed onions in Pita bread with lettuce and tomato
GrHed Chicken Caesar Salad Cnsp romame, fresh Parmesan, andtangy d|

&fc Caesar

dressing topped with a char-broiled chicken breast Blackened Chicken ^JJj^^jP Salad
Spicy blackened chicken breast on mixed greens served with hot dressing and garlic bread Salad 9t
Steamed Vegetable Plate Our dmner salad or small Caesar with a plate of fresh steamed veggies

Press here for a great
data processing career

K

Phtty Cheese Steak Roast beef with grilled mushrooms, green peppers, onions and Provolone on
a toasted roll "Down Under" Orange Roughy Sandwich Hand-breaded and fried orange
rough/ filet from the waters of Australia with a zing of our Kc<*aburrasauce Burgers An array of
our delicious char-broiled burgers including cheese, M

S- bacon cheese and turkey

Happy Hour Twice a day, everyday from 3 - 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. to closing, reduced prices
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the largest corporate data processing
facilities in the countryThere are actuarial and audit
ng jobs open. too.

Blue chip. Green light State Farm
is one of America's leading insurance companies Through innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
Youll receive expert training.
You 11 work on state-of-the-art data

processing equipment Youll go
as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or write Daryl Watson. Assistant
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations. One State Farm Plaza.
Bloomington, Illinois 61710.

STATE FAWM INSURANCE COMPANIES HcmtOlhM BkiomngBn. Hknoa An Eoial Opportunity EnvUyw

I make Applebee's an even better place to gather Brunch A whole menu full of our Sunday
' brunch best including traditionBl favorites plus some riewtwats-SurxJaysfrcmcpening to 3 p.m.

Applebee's
Netohbo«t>ood GrU * Bar
853 Eastern Bypass
(Across from Richmond Mall)
694-1894

